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FOREWORD
& DEDICATION

This is a work of genius.
It really is, sod being humble, I love every 
bloody word here, and every damn picture. I 
wrote this book in a week, sitting at my desk 
at my office-job, in between things to do. 
Whatever came to mind went on the page, 
and whilst this may be no Tolstoy (I’ve 
never read Tolstoy - but then he ain’t never 
read me), I say this may be no Tolstoy, but 
I didn’t aim for damn Tolstoy, I aimed for 
damn funny, surreal and again - funny. 
Some parts of this novel (the really good 
bits) were written in 2008, the majority in  
December, 2014.
Because I can. So I did.

I’d like to dedicate this to my good friends 
who make everything awesome and jolly in 
life, and who inspire me to do stuff. (But do 
they really? Do you? Punks?!!) Well, they 
validate me by being themselves and that’s 
good enough. So this is a prezzie for you 
all. How embarrassing for both of us. I most 
definitely, sincerely and with all my heart 
would like to dedicate this to Pauline, who 
is the most Pauline-est Pauline I know, and 
who blows my mind every day and makes 
me laugh and basically I love her very 
much. This’ll make you laugh, Walnutgirl.

XTIAN
2015



“When you look into the abyss
- the abyss coleslaw looks into you.”
Nostradamnuseless: The Kabblahblah





My adventures are many, they are tumultuous, they 
are desirable, they have shaved armpits, and are def-
initely true, worthy of attention, true and everyone 
should know them, KNOW THEM, you hear?!!
 Now let me begin by poo-pooing some pre-

decessors, recallers of adventures, braggarts, story-tellers, la-dee-da. 
They speak with forked tongues and tongue-kiss forks and I won’t 
have it any other way, but I won’t support them either. Their adventures 
aren’t worthy to draw milk from the many teats of my rambling adven-
tures. Coz my shit is that cool. Can you handle my flow, Münchausen? 
Booyakasha!
 - was the name of my first whale. Booyakasha Thadeus, or 
“Abner” as I used to call him or her. Gender is hard to tell with a whale 
and you don’t really want to bring it up either, there are practical and 
post-Methodist reasons. I met her in a pub, in a port somewhere near 
Skyggbugg. Lot of wood, lot of brass – the pub, not the whale-, cosy, 
sinewy and reeking of fish – the whale, not the pub-, hangin’ out with 
his “bro”, Amigo the Shepherd of Odd Intentions. I immediately liked 
both of them, one with each eye, one with each nostril-whiff.
 “Too-doo-lee-oo”, whistled my hairy nostrils in approval and 



greeting. Like they needed my approval! Between them they’ve done 
so many somethings that bear no relevance here but are probably note-
worthy blah-blah let’s get back to my story!
 “ ‘Sup whale?”, I respectfully greeted that leviathan crammed 
into the corner of the pub, origami-style, but in a whale-like way. (Use 
your damn imagination, there’s gonna be a lot of descriptions like 
that.)
 The whale nodded, indicating the empty chair opposite him, 
Amigo stayed silent, nose buried in a yard 50 miles from here. Or a 
book. This book.
 They were drinking ale and I could tell they’ve been at it since 
midday or since Holland, one of those two. I took a swig from my own 
ale and made I contact. Oh, the tedium!, now I have to explain what 
that means, but I don’t want to, you should deduce things from my ac-
tions instead.
 By now we were in hysterics, you should try it sometimes. 
Which brings us to “you”. Do you like soccer? There’ll be a bit about 
soccer later, football actually, as it is properly known. Do you like soc-
cer?
 What I think of “you”. You are probably a few years younger 
than you seem, but you hide it well and prefer to talk about it inces-
santly. You’re probably doing it right now and not paying attention 
to anything right here. This gives us (the whale, Amigo and me) the 
opportunity to rumpus through your feathery home, and reading about 
it – in this book- would amuse and delight you, you lovable sneering 
fiend, I love you. You have a doctorate, you prefer fois gras to cinna-
mon water, you can speak a little French, dance a little cha-cha, I don’t 
like you but I’ve been to a barbecue at your place, which brings me to 
mention that -
 The whale and Amigo ordered a round of sausages. Brrrilliant 
German and Polish sausages. I ordered a plate of them too, and we 
stared wolf-eyes at each other over the table, over rising, steamy sau-
sage aromae. Good times.
 A barista came by and said there was a call from my mum. I 
had to take it. Mum was complaining about the difficulty of feeding 
baby birds and the romance of left-handed algebra when Amigo (the 
Shepherd of Odd Intentions) came flying at me, wielding a scythe, and 
– sonofabitch! - wearing camel (or cream) coloured mandals!
 Seriously!







 It reminded me of every single line of the Iliad all at once, 
and I wished I could read. A tear rolled down my cheek, things went, 
no, not black and white but, well, black and white in an old-fashioned 
flashback kind of way, with white petals raining down, and a little girl 
or the sound FX of a little girl crying out into the æther, my face, my 
beautiful man-face slowly turning away from the camera, a diamond-
like droplet of emotional charge plunging from my cheek into an abyss 
of despair, who gobbles it noisily in a Datsun that’s stopped at a red 
light whilst Guns n’ Roses blares from the cheap car stereo.
 Amigo! Hairy man-footed mandal-wearing mutation of an idea 
of a man. I must negate you!
 I sprung into action!
 Leaping through the air I trotted across the sausages and aimed 
for the whale, Amigo shrieked like the mad Aztec bastard that he was 
which interested me ENORMOUSLY in an anthropological way. I 
stopped to take some readings and measurements of my disgusting 
footwear attired new best friend because I believed in him. I mean – 
how could you not?
 Then he cut me in two with his scythe.
 Then the whale swallowed me – both parts of me-, delivered 
me to a hospital, spat me out had me stitched back together (washed 
of spit as well), got me wearing white, clouted (is that a word?) Amigo 
about the head, and left me for an oilman from Kentucky.
 I was stranded. Utterly covered in despair, and something like 
bandages. I don’t remember if I liked it or not.
 That’s when I knew I needed a sammich and some good-time 
sleeps.
 I’m asleep now. As in right now, as you read this. In this book 
– I am asleep. And you’re reading about it. I thought you liked reading 
adventure things, but you’re reading about me being asleep.
 Who are you, man? What happened to you that you do this...?
 I am asleep.
“Kho-khee, kho-khee – that’s the sound I use to greet some but not all 
parts of your face with!”, said what sounded like a young woman.
 “That’s a fine way to wake.”, I thought, because it was...





My awakening was preceded by shining brightness 
piercing every orifice I had an eyeball in. “So”, I 
thought, “this is what it’s like.”
 Work-related matters flooded my mind, but they 
all had to be pushed deep down so I could focus on 

the events unfolding before me. I knew soon I would be a participant.
 Around me, recycling was taking place. I saw thousands of 
hamsters mopping the fields in a frenzy, but with a smile. I approached 
the nearest one, seeking information. As you would.
 “Pardon me, oh lowly life form of the plains”, I began, “but 
would you mind telling me where I could find a phonebook or some 
shoes or even a UFO?”
 The hamster smiled as one who knows too much or almost 
enough or fucking nothing at all, before replying with a swift blow to 
my face with his mop.
 “PAGLIACCI!”, he bellowed in a beautiful operatic voice. “I 
AM THE KEEPER OF THE SECRETS OF COUGHING!”
 The other hamsters stopped mopping and recycling and 
hummed in harmonies. It was very annoying and made me think of 



silly cowboy movies.
 “THE DAY HAS FINALLY COME, PAGLIACCI!”, sang 
the hamster so beautifully that I cried. “WE’VE WAITED FOR YOU 
AND HERE YOU ARE, SO TAKE THE AMULET, AS IT IS YOUR 
DESTINY!”
 His voice was incredible, a trillion Pavarottis in one, all bel-
lowing and melting the very air. Haunting! Beautiful!
 “Listen repugnant rodent of the steppes, I am not here for your 
damn amulet!”, I wept. He hit me three more times in the face with his 
mop before replying.
 “OOH, THE JOURNEY IS SOON AT AN END, FOR THIS 
TREASURE THAT YOU SEEK IS NOW FOREVER YOURS!”
 I cried some more and he rolled over a rock from beneath which 
he pulled out an enormous diamond the size of a football. He held it up 
to me, obviously struggling under the weight of it. Many of the other 
hamsters were preparing to make soup, still humming.
 “No, no, a thousand times no, hairy deviant of the wastelands, 
I do not want your stupid talisman!”, I shouted. “Just tell me where the 
nearest bus stop is! Gimme that”
 I pulled the diamond from between his tiny paws and threw it 
as far as I could. “Fuck off with that shit!”, I added in between sobs 
and sniffles.
 “THESE ARE THE TIMES, THEY ARE MADE FOR YOU, 
LET THERE BE NO FOLLY, TAKE THE AMULET!”
 The hamster sang so beautifully that I dropped to my knees, as 
weak as a babe, just sobbing uncontrollably, my nose running and snot 
dangling to the grass. I thought about unnameable shapeless beauty 
and about flying and about pretty things lost, immortality, the sun, and 
how much I loved, yes LOVED this hamster with every particle of my 
being and of my aura.
 “I had enough of this.”, I said and got to my feet and started 
walking in the direction I suspected Dublin to be in.
 “NO! WAIT!”, sang the hamster behind me, then suddenly 
he was in front of me, proudly, excitedly holding up the diamond. I 
stepped over him and kept walking.
 “BEHOLD! THE FUSION OF THE PAST AND YOUR FU-
TURE HERE, ALL DESTINY UNVEILED IN THE HARD SHAPE 
OF THIS DIAMOND! IT IS YOURS!”, he insisted. I got angry.
 “Quit shitting me, moronic refuse of the grasslands!”, I shouted 



and kicked him aside. He let out a small shriek as his ribs cracked, and 
he propped himself up on one elbow, reaching after me with his other 
arm.
 “PAGLIACCI! PAGLIACCI!”, he sang at the top of his tiny 
lungs, and emotions filled me until my fingers tingled under my finger-
nails. I thought of favourite artworks as a result. I was ready to marry 
anyone, anyone at all.
 A disturbing Dutch sheet of paper several miles high and twice 
as long began sliding into view, with much huffing and frothing at 
ground level.
 “I’m running away!”, I yelled back at the hamster. “I wanna 
join a country band, I wanna sing about the ocean and know strange 
foreign ways!”
 “PAGLIACCI!”, he cried one more time in that earth-shatter-
ing manner of his before expiring. I was devastated, both by this mean-
ingless loss of life, but also by the realisation I would never hear his 
glorious voice again. Dammit that paper was looking sexy!
 “Hey there good-looking! I gots a sweet-tooth and I’m about 
ready to borrow your cup o’ sugar!”, I hollered at the monstrously 
large sheet of paper with my face that resembled Willem Defoe at this 
time.
 “What a gorgeous day!”, I thought, and it was so. The sky was 
magnificently blue and enormously large, it was warm, the sun was up 
high and insects were busy all around me. Bliss!
 Oh yeah, and hamsters, thousands of weeping hamsters, all 
leaning on their mops and crying except for the small delegation fol-
lowing me, carrying the humongous diamond. Sometimes one of them 
would squeak “Pagliacci!”, or “Take the amulet!”, but only feebly, in 
case I turned violent.
 The piece of paper was definitely interested and slowed to a 
stop. It hissed like a stationary locomotive, and puffed and wheezed 
and the ground was trembling, it was interested, reeeal interested.
 “So... how ‘bout it?”, I asked and winked.
 A rope descended from above, from where I’m not sure as the 
top of the paper disappeared into snowhite clouds.
 “Climb aboard!”, someone cried from above, someone whom 
I pictured as a corset-wearing female ninja dressed in all white and 
armed and dangerous. I grabbed the rope and began my ascent. The 
paper was excited, wheezing and trembling with pleasure. It started 



moving slowly towards north.
 “So long suckers!”, I yelled at the hamsters with my Willem 
Defoe face, and waved my cowboy hat at them. They stared and wept, 
crushed by rejection.
 And so it came to be that I was atop the giant piece of paper. 
The view of our surroundings was spectacular and flat. A lot like the 
way you’d expect a spectacular plain to appear from such a height.
 Yep - that good. And I was atop!
 My rescuer turned out to be a corset-wearing female ninja 
dressed in all white. Her name was Mr.Dano Koprinarovski, which is 
more untrue than I care to dwell on, and will be necessarily omitted 
from my post-mortem biography. Shameful behaviour on my part to 
mention it at all, but I digress. (This is so embarrassing. Her real name 
was Barry Kuchenmeister.)
 So then. My rescuer turned out to be a corset-wearing female 
ninja dressed in all white, which tickled me pink. Then she did. After 
we had tea.
. . .

imagine if your mouth was a dog.
i mean a fully grown dog, say a ridgeback,
in place of your lips,
your teeth,
your tongue,
the roof of your mouth,
your gums,
the works man,
your whole mouth.
was a dog.
on your face.

i think your life would suck.
i say that without prejudice
towards you or dogs
you’re both all right with me...

but then again,
i think i would have to shun you
if your mouth was a dog



as your mouth may pee on my rug
or if i tried to kiss you
you might try to mouth-hump my leg,
or if i dropped something under the coffee table
you might try and play fetch with it
whilst being terribly embarrassed
- looking awesome, but embarrassed...

you know, neither of us
would come off winning
if that situation ever arose.

so i implore you,
no matter how tempting,
no matter how insanely awesome the fashion rags may declare it to be,
do not get a dog for a mouth,
you already know how to dribble
and chew biscuits
and bite like a bastard
all of which
- okay some of which -
i totally love and prefer about you
and would not change for anything,
anything at all...

except maybe a boob-tree.
you know how much we 
both
love that.





The Ballad of Amigo, the Shepherd of Odd Intentions
(to be sung to a sad, yet spirited flamenco guitar)

Born to a, born to a, born to a lowly dentist,
a lowly dentist who fused with a migraine-riddled Apol-

lonian woman,
she was most statuesque
and he was a lowly dentist,
she was statuesque which means she was gritty,
    she was stone,
No! No! No! No! No! No! No! Nooooo! 
Blatant lie!
She was a fine, fine woman, a, a, a, fine!
Woman!
Oooooo -oh -oh -oh!
She was!
Left-handed, cleft-palate, I loved her, I loved her,
a looooot!
Lowly dentist me!



Man, I’m not a catch, no-ho,
more like driftwood washing up on the shores of romance, 
more like detritus on the walls of the bath-tub of love,
seriously,
I am, uhh...
think of me as that layer of grey stuff on the used hairbrush of passion,
muddy footprints on the carpet of amour,
oh!, lowly dentist!
Lowly dentist! (x 17)
[spoken part, no music] Yes, I am Amigo’s father. Okay.
[singing again] My woman, she of numerous ovaries,
My woman whose beard I caressed on my pillow,
my lowly dentist pillow,
oh!, good times, eeeeeeh!!!
We made the love, we made the babies,
275 babies in all,
sometimes we’d make so many babies the shelves would be full,
the laundry-basket,
the kitty-litter,
the shelf for the mugs,
the vacuum bags,
throw away the kitty-litter, lowly dentist!
Throw away the kitty-litter, bearded Apollonian woman!
Hoo-wah-wah, no, no, no!
We.....
made the love, we made the babies,
we made that little tyke,
I declared him to be:
BOOM-BOOM! (Terrify!)
Amigo, the Shepherd of Odd Intentions!
Olè!
What a shit name!
(An extremely long flamenco solo follows here, you might want to clap 
along.)
(Still going.)
(Keep clapping.)
(Solo.)
(etc.)
(Ditto.)



(Is this still funny?)
Aaaaah went down to the store,
I needed to please my sasquatch half-breed woman,
sexy is my birth-machine,
legs like anacondas that aren’t snakes,
eyelids like shiney plastic EXIT signs,
which reminds me,
I was on my way to the shops,
our family needed more Tupperware stuff to stash some babies
-seriously man, like two smooth fuckin’ anacondas,
that’s pretty good for a lowly dentist, la-la-la -,
I digress,
oooooooooh I got so impregnated by a passing bus,
just BAM!, lightning!
And it was done,
I got pregnant,
sheesh,
good times,
Manuel!, Manuel!, Manuel!,
the bus wasn’t automatic,
it was manuel!
It made all the difference to the appropriate response I called “my life” 
as to what happened next.

[EDITOR’S NOTE:  Here we need to take a break and re-evaluate. The song is 
of course what is known as a traditional “blind mission”. Actually I’m not going to 
explain that, I have my reasons, fuck you.]

We pick up my tale, two dozen years later,
my boy, Amigo,
now in full puberty battle-mode,
well, about to be,
see the Golden Gate, my son!,
see the walls that separate you from your nauseating boyhood,
(Dammit, I mean it, when I think of you as a boy I throw up noisily, it’s 
horrible, fuck me the smell alone is ghastly)
ah!, laddy, laddy, laddy-o,
walk ye through the Sperm-encrusted Platinum Gates of Puberty,
become ye a man
and shed your boy-feathers,



do it or it’s the box under the stairs again,
WHAT?!
No!
I love the boy, please Your Majesty,
take good care of my little Nookie-Cookie,
the finest child in Christendom that I have ever sired,
for he is the Chosen Tyke, the Merry Woozler,
I named him Shirley,
I wear a troozer...
(Here a 48 hour long glossolalia solo follows, it’s terrible.)
My-uuu, boy-uuu,
SNAFU,
Cthulhu, …
(Traditional nasal noises follow, a very large number of amplified and 
very old women gyrate lewdly for the remainder of the song.)
Son! I call your name!
Amigoooooo.....
(Now this goes on until the singer runs out of breath and passes out, 
hitting the ground noisily. He is spat upon by the lewd crones until he 
awakens, giggling and refreshed.)
I need to, need to, need to
teach you manly wisdoms,
because your mother is a woman,
(and what a woman!, Holy shit!, did I tell you about her legs like 
anacondas? I did? Oh. Well what about her boobs like two balls of 
alcoholic jelly in punchbowls and you put your face in and you go 
BLBLBLBLBLBL
SON!
Son of a lowly dentist!
Amigo, the Shepherd of Odd Intentions!
Mwah, mwah, mwah, I kiss you goodbye boy!
I awkwardly shake your hand for now you are a man!
Well, you will be after you go through, after you run the gauntlet of 
this concentration camp called “Puberty”,
Lemme tell ya it’s more than just “my pyjamas smell funny”
I DIGRESS!
My son, my son, my son,
don’t forget us, don’t forget me,
your peppy the lowly dentist,
hang on, I’m gonna eat an onion now.



. . .
Now this, many experts will say (mostly Russian UFOlogists and 
cross-dressing Hitler - apologists) is the first and the only version of a 
trad “blind mission” ever recorded, if you care to know facts like these.
 And see? We’re back to you again. Secretive you. High-pitched 
you. Ignoble you. Igneous you. Ignorable you. It had to be you. Every-
one else was busy. But I left a message.
 For a while that’s how Booyakasha (remember? The whale?), 
that’s how we communicated: via messages. It’s acceptable to their 
(whales’) belief system, and it’s a lot more convenient than tattooing 
intentions on the backs of palm-climbing Negroids, which, come to 
think of it is also a way of passing messages... Well either way we did 
not do that, but instead used rice paper and giggled like schoolgirls in 
Tokyo about it.
 “What romance! Wowee!”. is what I would’ve said if this re-
lationship wasn’t purely technical and business, I thought the giggling 
gave it away, try to keep up.
 Booyakasha liked things and I generally disliked them. Ours 
was an intellectual game of tennis, back-n-forth, fwap!, wop! EE-
ARGH!, WAH!, Deuce!, bloop!, wang!
 Hahaha, I said “wang”!
 Booyakasha rocked a stupid pirate thing for purposes of fash-
ionism, I don’t know what I wore and you wouldn’t have been able to 
see it anyway due to my habit of hiding my clothes every morning. I 
tell ya, what a sight we made, rolling down the streets, the wind blow-
ing Booyakasha’s wild hair wildly, then my hair right into my fucking 
eyes, and there I’d be, wobbling blindly, piggy-backing that bloody 
whale much to the amusement of children, paid extras and Danny 
Kaye.
 I refuse to talk about Danny Kaye.
 Abner (what I called Booyakasha) was nasally equipped and 
proud of it, and yes, I did reside in his or her nasal cavity from time to 
time. Those were blizzard years I tell ya...
 Naysayers will point out that whales don’t have noses, at least 
not in the traditional sense of nostril, pores, bridge, chorus. To nay-
sayers I point out that I never claimed whales have noses, neither in 
the traditional sense of nostril, pores, bridge, chorus, nor in the post-
Baroque-modernist sensibility of nostril, pores, bridge, chorus. What I 
done did say was that Abner had him a nose, I did.



 Picture if you will, oh, I don’t know, let’s try a donkey from an 
Assyrian depiction of these fine animals, yes, a crow I say, picture it: 
a donkeycrow from Assyria, with an enormous cauliflower attached to 
the front of its face, neither surgically nor genetically mind you, but 
humorously you nit-picker you, anyways, picture that.
 Now; as I roll up my sleeves before your very eyes, take the 
aforementioned image and picture the exact opposite of what you see. 
You might want to take your time and I understand, I’m kinda needing 
to take a wee anyways, bee arr bee...

THE SONG OF KINGS OF ISOLATION
Oh Christmas tree!
Oh Christmas tree!
La-la-la-la,
trigonometry!

 Behold, I am returninged, yay, whatever. I hope you’ve man-
aged to picture the Neanderthal balancing a seal on his neck like a big 
rubber goitre, just flopping about there, as per above instructions. Then 
you reversed it, yes? Exactly reversed it?
 Well that, dear you, is what it reminded me of when I was drunk 
on high ale from Skyggbugg. But man it was also cosy, or at least dry 
and warm. It’s probably where I composed most of this remarkable 
remembrance. I had a cast—iron stove, I had me French floor-boards, 
low blood pressure, a German Expressionist window, shaggy charcoal 
grey blanket and Romantic notions and fancies about the umlaut unit-
ing the warring countries of Europe.
 Imagine that! All Europeans, great and small, young, old, Afri-
can, European, cannibal, marsupial, all sons and daughters of Europe 
united by my championing of the use of little dots over vowels and 
some favourable consonants!  Eastern Europe was ahead of the game 
and Turkey was practically drawing AND bending the curve, but those 
Western youths with wild eyes and notions, which ought to be nötiöns 
(see? SEE?!), they cramp the game, they hog the field. Great Moloch 
of the Benuded Vowels has descended and Him they worshipped or 
followed, whichever word is more appropriate. (Aside, to audience: 
“This Moloch guy was in fact a buddy of Amigo, hee-hee, chuckle, 
shifty looks, etc.”)
 Like so many amoeba children swimming in the Ocean of the 



Giant Spittoon, those young hardies would stiffen themselves against 
the all-flowery garnish of multiple dot usage for their speaked and / 
or writted communiqués, which would, with each shun, drive another 
thorn into my crown and mäkëth më fürröw mÿ übër-bröw ät thësë dïrë 
ättëmpts ät ünsänë/ ünsävöürÿ cömmünïcätïön.
 Ÿöü dïg më?
 I don’t.
 Bah, European youth. Bah, Moloch of Benuded Vowels. Bah, 
my abode up a whale’s nose where I write these words ‘pon my last 
clean white shirt. My mother’s words ring through my mind, as they 
remind me again and again, like tolling bells (or is that pealing bells? 
Ringing bells? Clunking? Bonging?), like bonging bells my mother’s 
words call out and remind me of left-handed algebra. Perhaps my 
mother is non-Euclidean, she most certainly is non-Cossack, not that 
one cancels out the other.
 I often picture her on a white horse, wielding a beige telephone 
and shrieking Wagner-esque as she crosses grey plains of mouse-hair 
at supersonic speeds...
 Good times.





We warriormonkpoetloveradventureralchemist-
spacecowboys of Skyggbugg are many, but we are 
also, like Legion, the one. That’s because (and here 
I’ll interrupt to offer the acronym of wmplaaasc or 
wamoplaaasco, or hey!, WHAMO!PLAASCO!, 

yeah that’s pretty good. Let’s start again.)
 We, WHAMOPLASCO! are many but also one. It is because 
we are solitary, like say, the colon. Sure it’s part of a bigger gang called 
the intestines, but it’s also a lone wolf, avoided by the liver and the kid-
neys and gizzards, “ooh, the poo-churner, stay on your side of the guts, 
poo-churner.” Ummm... except we, unlike the colon, do this by choice. 
Coz we’re delicate flowers and dangerous powder kegs! (Powdered 
flowers?)
 So we sit in our little rooms, up a whale’s shnozz in my case, 
formulating formulae and unleashing megabursts of excitement re-
gardless of being wanted or needed or being winked at in a supermar-
ket queue. Like I’m doing now. I’m in a supermarket queue. That’s a 
lie. Or not, I don’t know because I can hear music, which is not alto-
gether alien to supermarkets. The music is definitely making me feel 
the “super” part... Yeah... This tune... uplifting but spacey, drifty... I 



can practically “smell” this melody!
 Braincells!
 Activated!
 Elevated!
 Touched in the bad hole!
 Woop-woop!
 Arise! Arise Leonathanix!
 WOAH! WHAT?!
 umm... arise leonathanix?
 WHAT?! Is that your name?!
 Step aside feeble reader of my adventures for it is I, Leon-
athanix, WHAMOPLASCO supercool extraordinaire, what the Hell is 
your problem with my shirt-ripping manlymachomoniker?!!
 Woah... Let’s cool it.. But not much... The music... Suddenly 
it dawns on me! This melody! This is the brainwaves of none other 
than Supermark! That swiney pig-faced anteater spazmoid jerk-burger, 
perhaps the greatest saxophone player, yes, a lover spoken of in golden 
tones, the reviver of lost yet invaluable mathematical formulae, kisser 
of puppies and babies, my very own Siamese twin in fact, on my fa-
ther’s side and on my left hand side, joined at the ribs.
 Now you’re going to pick on me again. You, of whom we speak 
so much. You remind me of untied shoelaces. I remind you of Ches-
apeake Bay. You’re sorta weird like that, and you think I should’ve 
mentioned my Siamese twin earlier. You live in a world of “shoulds” 
man, why don’t you join reality instead? My brother is my brother and 
I will speak of him when and as I please / need to.
 Naturally, I say naturally a showdown followed between me 
and Supermark and I. The music changed to tiny echoing toy pianos 
being pounded, they were coming from everywhere in the clear blue 
sky - which was starting to turn dark grey but remained sunny.
 Supermark and I stared each other down. We circled each other. 
We wrote each other’s names on toilet walls, I even drew a picture of 
him with a tiny dick, he drew a picture of me bumming a goat (Damn 
you Supermark that picture was stunning and I did iron it onto my 
forearm later that day, you vulgar monkeyshit flinger!).
 The hairs on Supermark’s eyebrows rippled like a black wheat 
field of baboon hairs. I pulled out a mirror to see what my eyebrows 
were doing. Woah! They -
 “Leonathanix!”, he bawled. I dropped the mirror.







 “Dude!”, I yelled back.
 By now we were at opposite ends of the carpark of the Su-
permarket. The carpark was mostly empty. You being observant had 
noticed we were non-Euclidean Siamese twins. Sort of quantum twins 
really - two places at the same time. Beat that, Alexander Dumas.
 Baralalalang!, went the narrative show-down guitar, adding 
spice and temperament to the situation. Shame it was drowned out by 
the toy pianos.
 A display of manly prowess followed, a sort of “preceding 
the coming slaughter” act. I jerkily and forebodingly lifted a banana 
from a shopping trolley  left by a terrified and scurrying suburbanista, 
I raised it (the banana, not the trolley) eye-level, sniffed both ends, spat 
spitefully, then ripped it in two, threw it down and mushed it with one 
of my feet, chosen at random.
 My brother, whose name escapes me momentarily, did not like 
that. His lips stretched over his teeth grotesquely, a pearly booger in-
flated and deflated rhythmically in one nostril chosen randomly (per-
haps to the sound of the narrative show-down guitar if he could hear 
it), he growled like a Spaniard and screamed:
 “You punk! How dare you disrespect potassium like that!”
 The banana gasped in appreciation weakly, then forever ex-
pired.
 “Oooaarghooowaaoodaawaawaaooahh!!!”, I gurgled my reply. 
Shit be getting real.
 Supermark grabbed two bags of flour and commenced jump-
ing jacks, in the process banging the packets together above his head, 
then together by his groin. Up! Smash! Down! Pound! Up! Smash! 
Down! Pound! It was horrifying. It gave me goosebumps man, I’m not 
ashamed to say it, most of them appearing on Supermark’s face due 
to the whole Siamese twin thing. He kept jumping and banging the 
fledgling and now unconscious bags of flour together, creeping me out, 
terrifying seismic plates enough to move three continents further apart. 
Supermark, you stupid spaz!
 “Raaaaaahhh!!!”, he roared again like a Spaniard.
 “Stop it!, Stop it!”, mothers cried scurrying with their babies 
held close. Some abandoned boy stood between us, lost by parent’s 
who’ve gone insane from Supermark’s blood-curdling jumping jacks. 
The boy cried, one hand wiping tears, one hand holding a teddy bear, 
one hand protecting his pee-pee, wait a minute that’s not protecting 



YOU DIRTY DIRTY BOY!
 Supermark had stopped I think, it was hard to tell with the 
cloud of flour now completely hiding him. Either way I decided to 
continue this game of peacocking. I don’t know why, for my brother’s 
jumping jacks had more or less got me soiling my britches. He was 
totally intimidating.
 I reached out, grabbed the first thing my fingers came in con-
tact with which happened to be a small Toyota, and double-parked the 
fuck out of it.
 “Nooooooo!!!!!!”, Supermark’s brutal response came gallop-
ing at my eardrums. A little piece of him died inside, things were NEV-
ER gonna be the same again. I hurt him that time.
 “Sorry!”, I yelled across the carpark.
 “What?”, he yelled back.
 “Sorry!”
 “What?”
 “About the double-parking! I said I’m sorry!”
 He pointed at his ears and shook his head, mouthing the words: 
“I can’t hear you.”
 “What about now?”, I stepped closer.
 He shook his head.
 “Now?”, I cupped my hands around my mouth to yell.
 More head-shaking.
 Bloody Hell! Have I come across Supermark’s Achilles’ Heel? 
(SAH for short. Or SUPACHEE.) Or his Achilles’ Ears perhaps? Or 
both? Holy shit, was he an insect with his ears on his legs?? Gross! 
Wait till I tell mum!
 Who’s also possibly non-Euclidean... Oh-oh...
 POW! A fist right on my nose!
 Mayday!
 Momentarily things went black, then I began to see stars, and 
while my vision cleared, my guitar gently wept (but the toy-pianos 
drowned it out again).
 “Are you okay?”, a voice asked. I looked in the direction there-
of to see Supermark looking down at me, concerned. I’d hit the floor.
 “Wha... what happened?”, I slurred.
 “You punched yourself in the face.”, he replied.
 “I did what?”
 “Look”, he said pointing. I followed the direction of this point-



ing and saw my left hand gripping my bloodied right wrist in an at-
tempt to prevent my fist slamming my own face again.
 “Woah.”, said Keaneau Reeves.
 I refuse to talk about Keaneau Reeves.
 “Gimme a hand, would ya?”, I said and reached up to grab Su-
permark’s outstretched man paw.
 KAPOW!, my fist slammed into my face!
 “Stop it man, you’re killing him!”, cried Supermark, pleading 
with the fist.
 “Sssssss.”, the fist hissed at him menacingly, making him jump 
back. It meant business. But not stocks and bonds business you goon, 
my fist was no Armani suit white-collar thug, na-ah, my big bad fist, 
motherfucker, was a BIG. Bad. Fist.
 “Sssssss.”, it hissed again and struck out at Supermark. Luck-
ily my brother was a reflex-god amongst slow-reflex insectmortals and 
a-WAPONGA!, he dodged the fatal strike. The fist did not slow down 
but continued to fly of its own inertia, slithering across some gerani-
ums and under the supermarket.
 “Jesus shit, what the Hell is that thing?!”, screamed a con-
cerned housewife who happened to witness the scene.
 “Oy! You talking ‘bout a member of my family, you sexy moth-
erfucker!”, bawled Supermike. Or Mark.
 Now that was touching, the way he stood up for me.
 I hit him so hard with the snow-shovel I usually conceal on my 
person that he literally spat out his own tongue.
 “He who hesitates is lost!”, screeched the woman, clicked her 
heels and shot off into the sky. The weirdest thing I’ve ever seen.
 Supermark stumbled around, eyes bloodshot and swollen, 
gasping for air, blood trickling from nose. He seemed to have no idea 
where he was, then suddenly he began to attempt some jumping jacks, 
minus the bags of flour this time. He was grunting with each jerk, his 
movements barely co-ordinated and extremely comical as his limbs 
flailed around, trying to meet above his head, down by his groin, then 
repeat.
 “Stop it man, don’t!”, I squealed in abject terror. I could feel 
another pant-soling coming on, fast. He just kept attempting jumping 
jacks.
 “Don’t man, no!”, I cried again, but my bleeding and now 
severely brain-damaged brother was deaf to my cries. He seemed to 



be completely cut off from the world, and trapped inside some kind 
of Supermark-bubble-for-one, where there was nought else to do but 
to carry on doing jumping jacks, badly. It was pure eldritch horror 
madness, and I could feel myself slipping, yet only wordless screams 
would leave my lips.
 And boy, what fine lips they were too!
 “I’mma get me some of that!”, cackled the random-housewife-
turned-witch as she circled overhead ‘mongst some foreboding clouds. 
(Where the HELL did they come from?)
 She dived down, shrieking and wild-eyed and aimed straight 
for my lips. The impact was a collision of 80, 000 tonnes of marshmal-
lows meeting another 80,000 tonnes of marshmallows, which I imag-
ine would be really quite soft, nay, excruciatingly fluffy.
 “Mwah!”
 “Mwah!”
 The witch kissed me and I kissed her, it was over in an instant, 
thanks I’m over it.
 Of course Buddhistically speaking a blink and an eternity are 
the same, so perhaps I’m still kissing the witch. Also perhaps five eter-
nities spread out from a central, somewhat fatter eternity could end 
up being some kind of eternity hand with eternity fingers. Which is 
something we need to bang on about because there’s that issue of my 
hissing fist under the supermarket.
 Turns out Supermark’s ridiculous yet bone-chilling jumping 
jack display was interpreted as a form of semaphore display communi-
cation by some space-dudes (I know, how convenient? Just happened 
to fly-by, yes, happened, wink-wink). The space-dudes, being ad-
vanced space-dudes, being technological, being space-dudes for Chris-
sakes, they had some seriously whizz-bang technologies with which 
they could do mind-bendy  quantum stuff. Namely these space-dudes 
lassoed the five-fingered eternity hand, then, seeing a good opportu-
nity for larks beyond cattle-mutilating and human anus humiliating, 
they gaffa-taped that there hand to my person, whilst fishing my other 
hissing fist from under the shops. (Should you care to know, these were 
not the shops mentioned in the “Ballad of Amigo, the Shepherd of Odd 
Intentions”.)
 AND SO, perhaps in fit of space-dude joviality, or for some 
other, deeper spiritual reasons, they have 2, 3, 4, declared a, well, not 
a thumb war but an arm-wrestling contest! A-ha!



 My recalcitrant fallen angel hissing fist versus the quinta-
pronged quantum fist of the space-dudes. A world first! Epic? Never-
to-be-repeated, probably! Can you dig it?
 “Well, space-dudes”, I spoke out, “since I had no say in the 
matter to begin with, can I at least enquire as to what the stakes are? 
Like, what are we playing for?”
 You got to understand that people of my ilk, WHAMOPLAS-
COs didn’t run from bollocks like this but faced it square on, feet firm-
ly planted, dick on harder than a muthafukka. Steely gaze. Twitchy 
trigger fingers. I eat bullets and fart out Clint Eastwood.
 I refuse to talk about Clint Eastwood.
 I’m pretty sure the intoxicating action music that had swept 
me up before was a-wafting again, though I was concentrating on the 
space-dudes before or above me or something. These details aren’t 
important and you know it. This encounter was gonna be violent one 
way or another.
 My Siamese twin kept jumping jack-ing, which was sort of 
putting me off my game (my knees wobbled whenever I caught a 
glimpse from the corner of my eyes). “Hur... hur... hur..!!”, he’d grunt 
and wobble. He reminded me of a fat hairy Benicio del Toro from his 
role in “Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.”
 I don’t mind talking about Benicio, we just don’t have time for 
it right now. Now is the time for gory violence, me vs. the space-dudes.
 “Yo space-dudes, it’s checkout time!”, I yelled all cocky at 
them since I got no reply to my question regarding the stakes.
 GRIP! I latched onto the hissing hand of me. It bucked and 
rolled like a crocodile in a rodeo. It’s a good thing it was my own hand 
or I would’ve smacked some manners into it there and then. It drooled 
venom, flashed colours angrily like a cornered cuttlefish, then sud-
denly, I’m in this hotel lobby, I have a beard and a white suit and I’m 
alone.
 “Woah.”, said Keaneau Reeves. (Ix nay on the Eevesray.)
 It was all very quiet, the silence felt like black velvet grow-
ing in my ears. Where the Hell was I? What was happening to me? Is 
this...? What is this? A quantum effect from the quantum hand? What 
else could it be?



 (This is a list of things I made later as to what else I thought it 
could be:

an insurance scam.
that clicking sound in old telephones.

Florida.
I don’t know.

List-making wasn’t one of my strengths, not ashamed to say it.)





An interlude of sorts for now, don’t worry we’ll be return-
ing to the “it’s-like-the-hotel-from-Kubrick’s-Shining” 
hotel soon. I feel I need to explain the showdown be-
tween my brother and me. I’m putting it on the record 
that I have nothing against my brother, nothing hostile 

that is. He needed a kidney, I gave him mine, he needed some toenails, 
I told him to sod off but I was smiling when I did and I offered him a 
ciggie too.
 Point being: you can’t really hate your Siamese twin, but where 
it gets hairy is where I reveal that he’s not my only Siamese twin. Na-
ah. Remember the lowly dentist from the “Ballad of Amigo”? Remem-
ber the 275 babies? 18 ½ of them were Siamese twins. As in, we’re 
ALL joined. At the ribs. Or the hip, I can’t remember. I will list my 
siblings eventually as the plot (of my life I am detailing here, for this 
IS an automatic biography, whether you, me or certain members of 
the publikum, the Vatican, or fans of Spaceghost, or anyone lisping to 
hide left-handedness in a thrift-store ... ummm .... no matter what y’all 
think)... may call for it. Amigo wasn’t one of them. I’m not sure we’re 
even siblings he and I (he and us), despite the dentist’s song.
 But that has nought to do with Supermark and I having one 



showdown. Though I loved him dearly, especially for his uncanny re-
semblance to several Swedish bikini girls (it’s okay, we share a hip 
or ribs, and a kidney, but we’re from different genetic stock - fuck!, I 
don’t know how, use your damn imagination!). Your constant “what?” 
and “how?” outbursts are putting me off and making me lose my place. 
You’ll have to sit on the hands of your mouth and sweat it out. A’ight?
 Something about Supermark... Bah!
 I’ll tell you about the time I had tea with God instead. This was 
after the soccer game. He gave me a lift, awfully decent, mind, he did 
knock me unconscious. I can’t remember if I told you what God looked 
like, and I’m pretty sure you (and every other seeker) wants to know. 
Picture an old man, long white hair, long white beard, long white robe. 
Very long, down to his groin beard - fire-engine red. Matched the red 
heels. (Don’t be having a go, you don’t like it, you talk to God about 
it.)
 He was making tea and strawberry jam sandwiches when I 
came to. I was wearing a kimono, which I found very comfortable. 
God’s house was a lot like my abode in the whale’s nose, all timber, 
round room, German Expressionist window (as long as “round” counts 
as a German Expressionist window); the main difference between our 
cribs being that He had furniture, it was clean, it smelt good and Holy 
Fuck!, IT WAS GOD’S FUCKING HOUSE!!! (Can you fucking be-
lieve it?!!)
 “You’re awake”, he said.
 “Yuh...”, I said, a bit groggy. I could hear soft violin music 
coming from his Victrola. And from everywhere really. He looked at 
me, pointing.
 “AAH!”, I screamed. “Are you going to hit me again?!”
 “What? No! I just wanted to ask if you wanted milk in your 
tea?”
 “Oh Gods, no.”, I replied.
 And there was a thunderclap overhead.
 God unfurrowed His eyebrows and said “Whatever”.
 He sat down at the table, indicating the other empty chair. I 
walked over, nay, let’s make this epic, I rode a herd of mammoths over, 
REAL mammoths too, and sat down.
 To have tea.
 With God.
 Woof.



 “Sorry, what?”, said God.
 “Huh?”
 “You said ‘woof’”.”
 “What? No. I didn’t. Not out loud.” Oh my God he could read 
my thoughts!
 “I can - does that bother you? I’m afraid I can’t just turn it off.”, 
He said, face apologetic.
 “No.”, I shrieked a short nervous outburst. “It’s fine!”
 Don’t think dirty thoughts, don’t think dirty thoughts, don’t 
think...
 “Oh boy, I thought talking to Buddha was weird.”, said God, 
pouring tea.
 “What?! Fuck! Fuckin’ tits! Shit! Aaaaah!”
 I was in a state of hyper-anxiety, trembling all over and sweat-
ing profusely. Shit! Shit! Shit! Shit! He can read thoughts! Don’t think 
of tits!
 “Okay, we need to calm you down.”, said God and He touched 
His index finger to my forehead.
 And shwooom!!, yea verily, I was becalmed. I was the ocean 
smooth. Heeey... I’mma gonna drink some tea.
 “’Sup God?”, I asked and grabbed a small sandwich. Mmm, 
good jam.
 “Thanks. I get it from a Greek man at the market.”, said God. I 
chuckled. Oh you kookie God, you.
 “Man, you seen Godspell?”, I asked Him.
 “No,” He said, “but I got this.” And He pulled out a CD of God 
Shuffled His Feet by the Crash Test Dummies.
 “Oh dude, no.”, I shook my head. “I mean ‘Mmm mmm mmm’ 
is pretty good, but the rest... Yikes!”
 “Fine.”, He put the CD down. “Okay, I’m sorry I konked you.”
 He looked me in the eyes.
 “Yeah... Yeah! You did! You did konk me! And... Hey wait! 
Shouldn’t that be smite? Or smited? Or smitten? Okay not smitten, but 
what’s with ‘smite’? I will smite ye! Raah! Epic flood! Raaah! Smite!”
 Now here’s a top tip and it’s free: don’t fuck with God in His 
own house, especially if you’re getting free tea and sandwiches.
 He picked up a jammie sammich and lazily threw it at my face. 
Sticky impact.
 “Consider yourself ‘smited’.”, He said and glared.







 We both burst out laughing. I wiped the jam off, drank some 
tea, God did the same.
 “Again, sorry about the temper.”, He said.
 “Well, you were sort of right, I was cheating. I didn’t know it, 
but I was, and rules is rules on the field.
 “Yeah, but I konked you. I’m sorry.”
 “Water off a duck’s beak.”
 “Back.”
 “What?”
 “Duck’s back.”
 “What?”
 “You said ‘duck’s beak’. It’s ‘duck’s back’.”
 “No... I don’t think so.”, I said. “I mean... I guess you don’t 
know everything after all...”, I added sheepishly.
 God rolled His eyes and another thunderclap was heard, this 
time shaking the room and knocking cups off the shelf. 
 “Oops.”, mumbled God, waved His hand and the cups disap-
peared.
 “Okay.”, He said. “You’re in my house and not many make it 
here, not many mortals. So I’ll let you, like the others who’ve managed 
to find their way before, ask a question. One question only, mind you, 
so when you’re re-”
 “WHAT’S WITH THE RED BEARD ?!?”
 “-ady, ask away.”
 “What’s with the beard? The red beard? It’s bright fire-engine 
red!”
 “That’s your question?”, asked God, surprised.
 “It’s amazing, it’s just pure red! Like it’s made of red itself! 
The whole beard!”, I was gushing.
 “You... asking about my beard...”, mused God. “Don’t want to 
ask about the heels while we’re at it?”, asked He, flashing those fetch-
ing shoes at me.
 “Nah... I just figured it’s some kinda Lux Interior fanboy 
thing.”, I replied.
 “I refuse to talk about Lux Interior.”, frowned God.
 “Whaat?! Come on! Lux was an original and a genius and you 
should totally re-make him!”
 “That’s not going to happen.”, God shook His head and ate 
another jam-sandwich. I was getting all excited again.



 “The beard, like you said, is made of pure red. This is what 
red is made of. All red, in the whole world.”, He smiled mysteriously. 
“And I like it. It matches the shoes.”
 He chuckled.
 I was wolfing down another sandwich. Talking with my mouth 
full, I said:
 “Deez aww delifuzz sambiches Gaww, but dat assa donn gud 
id, mam. ‘Ay weh it guz ay lawk id?’ Iz zad id”
 God sighed.
 “The world is a lot simpler than you think. Sometimes I used 
binary rules to make it, sometimes complex algorithms, but largely I 
just applied the rule of ‘coz I like it’. It’s how I programmed you lot as 
well, hoping it’ll make things simpler. Hoping... So I’m afraid there’s 
nothing more to say about this red beard except that... I like it. Do you 
like it?”
 “I love it!”

CONGRATULATIONS - LEVEL COMPLETE
ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED:

ILLUMINATION
 “Woah, feels good.”, I said, buzzing with the Buddha-ness of it 
all.
 “Buddha, shmoodha.”, God said dismissively. He got up, 
walked over to the window and looked out at the great expanse below.
 “Gonna rain. I should drop you home.”





Earlier...

Then the sound of a million sitars filled the air, coming 
from nowhere, drifting to everywhere, but always over-
head. It was a gorgeous day, blue sky, sheep clouds, green 
meadow. Promising. Cigarette ad. I smiled.
 I spun around, looking to find out more of the source of 

all this joy, but was distracted by a new sound coming over the hill to 
my right.
 Was it the sound of “the coming of Her”? What I waited for? 
Was she bringing the grail or at least a clue as to where I could find 
it? (How the heck did I get into this Parsifalian dilemma?) I craned 
my neck to see what the source of the sound was, which, uncannily 
enough, appeared to be the sound of ice cream trucks - and I mean 
trucks, plural, as in quite a few, all jingling and dingling and coming 
closer and closer.
 The sound of ice cream trucks became actual ice cream trucks. 
Four dozen of them, in a more or less straight line lined up atop the 
hill, looking down at me. Amongst them I saw dozens of noses. Did I 
say that out loud? Noses. Seven feet tall. With saddles on them. With 



little men in the saddles. With feet. The noses had feet. The little men 
had spears and fancy military uniforms. This was somewhat alarming 
to my well-being.
 The music stopped. The sun kept shining, everything kept be-
ing as beautiful as it was before these guys showed up. I was rooted to 
the spot. This was NOT the “coming of Her”!
 Or was it?
 The riders and I looked at each other for what felt like minutes 
before one of them came cantering down towards me. I made fists, 
ready to strike, looked behind me to see if there was somewhere I 
could run to or hide behind. There was a small village in the valley too 
far to run to. I had to face this friend or foe, so I braced myself. He rode 
right up to me.
 “I am Serteperte Nagyfőnök!” shouted the little man atop the 
nose. He had a very impressive black moustache and a very fancy 
military uniform, with gold braidings, ribbons and buttons. He held a 
small military baton in his right, and wore a pickelhaube on his head. 
“Do you speak the international language of lard?!”, he screeched.
 “Yo.. you.. uh.. emm.. wha… ummm… shit… ummm…”, I 
stammered.
 “He speaks the truth!”, the little man shrieked back at the line 
of trucks and noses. A cry of hurrah, honking of horns and flashing of 
lights followed for a few seconds, then ended abruptly.
 “You’re in the middle of a battlefield, sir.”
 “Oh.”
 “Yes, if you could maybe step a little to the left, just one step. 
Yes, like that. You’re no longer in the middle of the battlefield. These 
things count you know.”
 He looked at me with piercing eyes.
 “Umm… hello there.”, I started. “Ummm.. I don’t think this is 
all right… I’m not sure if this … well… umm… Well, my name is “
 “HUGO!”, he screeched, interrupting.
 “What?”
 “Hugo! Or Balthasar! You’re name is Testarossa and you’re a 
combination pirate and sea-governor, and it matters not the least bit to 
me!”, the little man screeched with an air of self-importance. Then he 
kept staring.
 “Umm… well, nooo… I mean… My name is Jason1, man. And 

1 It’s not. For now pretend it is.



ummm… I’m looking for thisYOU’RE THAT LITTLE ROBOT GUY 
FROM BLADE RUNNER! THE ONE SEBASTIAN MADE! That’s 
it!”
 Okay, in retrospect that outburst was embarrassing, but it felt 
like the clouds of confusion had suddenly dispersed and I was sure to 
find out what was happening.
 “I have something for you.”, said Serteperte Nagyfőnök. He 
started searching in his pockets in an agitated manner. I was excited, 
very excited by the fact that I recognised him. The little military robot 
from Blade Runner!
 “Man I love that film!”, I told him. I think I expected a smile 
or some positive response, but it’s as if I had said nothing and he just 
kept searching his pockets. My excitement started to fade. Maybe I 
was wrong. Maybe it wasn’t him.
 “Ah!”, he cried, the sound of remembrance. He lifted the pick-
elhaube, turned it upside down and pulled out a small note, which he 
pointed at me. He smiled. He had hat-hair. It was ridiculous. He shook 
the note at me, indicating I should take it. I did. It had one word only, 
typewritten:
 DOOMSDAY
 I looked back at him. He was still smiling. He wiggled his eye-
brows.
 A shot rang out! He looked behind me, anger flashing across 
his face.
 “Here they come!”, he yelled and rode back up the hill, leaving 
me with the note.
 I turned around and saw what appeared to be another army at 
the foot of the hill, running up towards us. They were shouting and 
there was the sound of more gunshots! I freaked! I looked around for 
somewhere to hide, and saw a large white craggy rock. I cowered be-
hind that, not caring that it wasn’t there before, peeking down at the en-
emy. (Were they the enemy? Or was the enemy Serteperte Nagyfőnök 
and his nose-riding cronies? And the ice cream trucks?). They were 
advancing at a steady pace, coming higher and higher up the hill. I 
looked behind me and saw Serteperte Nagyfőnök reach the line of his 
men. The trucks began flashing their lights and playing their jingles, 
the giant noses were jumping up and down and rearing up like horses. 
The little men in the saddles waved their small batons and spears in the 
air and yelled down at the advancing enemy. But they did not leave the 



top of the hill.
 The army below got closer and closer, and now I could make 
out their faces. They were identical! All of them the same! In fact, not 
only were their faces and uniforms the same (Russian uniforms if you 
must know these things), but they all stood in the exact same frozen 
position, legs akimbo as if running, their right arms held out point-
ing a pistol, but not a muscle moving! They were gliding, as if on a 
treadmill, or a moving sidewalk or maybe even ice, gliding forward 
like crazed mannequins, bodies frozen and shouting, and all of them 
exactly the same!
 I was terrified, I had plans for the summer, I had a nice home 
to live in, and a dog and my girlfriend and my dad had a garden hose 
and he was smiling, I liked beer, I saw myself on the beach just being 
happy, that pretty flamenco-ish tune would always play -
 A hand grabbed my shoulder, snapping me out of the “life-
flashing-before-my-eyes” routine. I turned to see who it was and saw 
no-one just a hand, a red gloved hand on my shoulder. The hand tugged 
at me and I fell back, another red gloved hand grabbed me by the other 
shoulder and they started dragging me up the hill at a running pace. I 
could see the “Russians” advancing below, still gliding and unmov-
ing, shouting, firing pistols. I was terrified of getting shot! The hands 
dropped me, and I looked up to see I was at the feet of Serteperte 
Nagyfőnök’s nose. Horse. Horsenose. Nosehorse. Nose animal thing. 
He smiled down at me, benevolently, then pulled a small notebook 
from his top pocket. The red hands flew off somewhere else.
 “You will need this, so read it, quickly.”
 I took the notebook and opened it. It said the following:
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
 “You’ll have to memorize it.”, said Serteperte Nagyfőnök. 
“Can you do that? Quickly!”
 I looked back at him. Was he crazy?
 “I’m crazy.”, he said, nodding, then looked at the advancing 
enemy. I looked too. They were getting awful close, maybe I should 
run I thought, and craned my neck to see what was behind the army 
of ice cream trucks and noses. More green pastures and hills, sunshine 
and sheep-clouds. A cigarette ad backdrop. Nowhere to hide really. 
Where the hell did this army come from?
 “Have you memorized it yet?”, asked the little general, snap-
ping me back.



 “What?”
 “The rule! The rule man! They’re almost upon us!”, he growled. 
“You must remember the sequence, it’s the only way! Memorize the 
rule, or you’re lost!”
 Then he turned to his right and screamed:
 “Food for thought!”
 He turned to his left and screamed the same, and his army 
yelled back and down the hill: “Food for thought!”
 “Thought for food!”, growled the advancing “Russians” in a 
sea of voices that sounded like a gang of death metal grizzly bear de-
mons. I shat myself I did, it was fucking terrifying!
 “Thought for food!”, they now growled individually as they 
closed in on members of Serteperte Nagyfőnök’s army. Standing face-
to-face and one-on-one with the riders, the “Russians”, still unmoving 
except for their lips, growled and wheezed and spoke to their intended 
foes. 
 “Albania.”, said one.
 “Bulgaria.”, his opponent replied.
 “Croatia!”
 “Denmark!”
 “England!”
 “Ethiopia!”
 The rider barely had time to spit out the word before the “Rus-
sian” was atop him, holding him down, mouth wide open with a red 
straw shooting back and forth from it into the helpless, squealing man’s 
forehead. “Thought for food!” he’d growl in between sips of the man’s 
brain.
 And this was happening all around me!
 “They eat our brains.”, Serteperte Nagyfőnök informed me 
with a sad look in his eyes. Then a “Russian” was in front of him!
 “Alsatian!”, it growled.
 “Beagle!”, he screeched back.
 “Cat!”, growled the “Russian”, and Serteperte bashed his brains 
out with his baton. “Not a dog!” he yelled arrogantly at the twitching 
corpse by his feet.
 Other “Russians” were confronting members of the little gen-
eral’s army, tackling those who failed to fire the right shots back, whilst 
the “Russians” themselves would be beaten over the head by those 
who’d outsmarted them.



 And then there was one in front of me!
 “Argon!”, it growled, its halitosis making me gag.
 “Oh god, elements!”, I thought. I knew nothing about elements! 
It was going to eat my brains for sure! I stared at his face, him staring 
back, waiting patiently, not moving a muscle. He looked so young! 
Maybe twenty, twenty-one, quite good-looking, clean-shaven, uniform 
clean, rigid as a mannequin, but nonetheless blowing hot, fetid air from 
his mouth at intervals indicating some form of breathing. He looked 
so damn young! His pistol fired, which made me jump, and suddenly 
I realised all these “Russians” were firing blanks! No-one was getting 
shot, and there were no bulletholes in anything or anywhere!
 “Argon!,” he growled again, snapping me back to face his chal-
lenge.
 “Umm…”
 He growled and his eyes shifted to look at mine.
 “Boron!”, I cried and raised my fists to protect my head! I ex-
pected him to lurch forward, but he just stood there. His eyes went 
unfocussed again.
 “Remember the rules.”, said Serteperte Nagyfőnök, who’s 
been standing next to me all this time in his saddle. I almost forgot 
he was there. “No umms, just the rules! Remember! BATMAN!”, he 
screamed in reply to a sudden growl of “Aquaman!” right in front of 
him.
 “Carbon!”, growled my “Russian”.
 “D..d..deee… daahhh… deee…”, I struggled to think of any 
elements starting with ‘d’. His eyes started to focus on mine again. 
Things weren’t looking good. Pterodactyls started circling overhead.
 Pterodactyls? Oh, Christ…
 “Da… deh… dee… doo…”, I tried, whilst trying to block a 
chant of “Boron-moron” out of my head. “Doh…” Dolamite? Was that 
an element? Probably not. “Dee… uhh…” Dog? No dog was not an 
element! Don’t be stupid!
 And then I remembered the note Serteperte Nagyfőnök gave 
me, and the word on it: “DOOMSDAY.”
 And the “Russian” was on top of me! I’d said the damn word 
out loud!
 “RAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!”, he screamed and grabbed me by 
the shoulders! His grip was powerful! The straw thing started snak-
ing toward my forehead! I didn’t want to die! I fought back, trying to 



shake him off, wriggling myself left and right, shaking my head, but he 
was one strong son-of-a-bitch.
 “Dysprosium!”, I heard Serteperte Nagyfőnök shouting above 
the roar of the battle. “Say Dissprooozeeeyummm!”
 “Disspawrayzumm!”, I screamed. The “Russian” growled!
 “Dysprosium!”, screeched Serteperte!
 “Dysporeezum!”
 “Dysprosium! BARBASYMAS!”
 It was make or break time for me since my helper was now 
engaged in a battle of Patron Saint names against a quick-firing “Rus-
sian” (“Curcodomus!” “Desiderius!” “Ebrulf of Ouche!” “Falco!” 
“Gorforus!” “Its Gorfor you bastard!” SMASH!).
 “RAAAAAAAAAAAAH!”, screamed my “Russian”.
 “Diss! Pro! Zee! Yoomm!”, I shouted and suddenly he relaxed 
his grip and stood up again, reshaping himself into that ridiculous arm-
out-with-pistol position.
 “Einsteinium.”, he growled.
 “Fuck off!”, I screamed and kicked him square between the 
legs as hard as I could! He gasped and collapsed and started oozing 
thick yellow liquid from his mouth.
 I heard a long whistle blow, and everyone froze.
 “That is against the rules!”, I heard a someone shouting to my 
left. And a whistle was blown again.
 There was a man with a long beard walking fast towards me. 
He wore a white robe, and around his neck a referee whistle hung on 
red string.
 “Gawd…”, groaned Serteperte Nagyfőnök. Nobody moved, 
and the only sound was the quiet humming of ice cream truck freezers 
and the occasional pterodactyl cry above. The old man in the robe kept 
coming.
 “Okay, try not to piss him off, all right?”, whispered Serteperte 
Nagyfőnök. I turned to face him.
 “Huh?”
 “Just be cool. Tell him his beard is ace.”
 “What? Who is he?”
 “He’s the referee. “
 “What?!”
 My feet were itchy. I looked down. The yellow liquid was start-
ing to encircle my shoes, and where they touched me, my feet got 



itchy. I took a step back. The whistle was blown.
 “Oi! Don’t you go away! Stay right where you are!”, screamed 
the man in the robe.
 “My feet…”, I began, but he cut me short with a blow of his 
whistle. “You broke the rules sir!”
 He finally got up to us and looked me right in the eyes. It was 
unsettling for he looked very angry. He said nothing for a few seconds, 
just kept looking. I tried to hold his gaze, but got nervous and looked 
at my itchy feet instead. A pterodactyl cried above.
 The old man looked at Serteperte and held out his hand, click-
ing his fingers demandingly. The general gave him the small notebook. 
The referee opened it. He held it in front of my face.
 “This sir, is a rulebook. This“, he said, pointing at the alphabet 
“is the rule. In fact, it’s the only rule. As such, it should be fairly easy 
to memorize it and to use it. There are no other rules, because we do 
not need them!”
 He stared at me, his eyes wide with anger.
 “If there’s one thing I cannot stand, it’s a cheat sir! A CHEAT!” 
, he shouted, and threw the notebook at me. I winced. I wanted to hit 
him back, but was afraid to.
 “I’m going to have to write this up.”, he said, and reached un-
der his long beard, from where he pulled a pen and a notebook identi-
cal to the other one. He scribbled into it at a furious speed, then he put 
it away again. As he did, I saw a small nametag under all that beard, 
but I couldn’t make out the embroidery.
 “You’re a cheat sir!”, he shouted, then reached into his beard 
again and pulled out a yellow card, which he held up for all to see. “A 
cheat! Penalty!”
 A murmur spread all around us. I felt alone.
 “Wait a minute…”, I started, because I wanted to tell him I was 
new to these parts.
 “You’ve had these parts since you were born, you are not new 
to them!”, he shouted at me, poking my arms and legs with a bony 
finger.
 As if reading my thoughts.
 Unnerving.
 “Hey, look, mister..”, I started again, fishing for his name.
 He parted his beard and showed the nametag. It had only one 
word on it.



 “God!”, he shouted. “And you are a cheat!”
 “God?”, I squealed in the high pitched tone of the incredulous.
 “Yes?!”, he barked at me furiously.
 “You’re God?”, I squawked again.
 “Yes! Now! Time out for you! Time out!”, and he flashed the 
yellow card overhead again. He shoved it in my face. “Time out!”
 “You’re God?”, I asked again, still confused and incredulous.
 “Yes!”, he shouted back. “Go sit over there!”
 He pointed to his right. I looked and there was a park bench. It 
wasn’t there before.
 “Better do as he says laddie.”, said Serteperte Nagyfőnök.
 Everyone stood around waiting for me to make a move. Fo-
rensic policemen started photographing the fallen, drawing chalk out-
lines, putting up police ribbons, touching things with rubber gloves. I 
didn’t know what to do. Then my feet got itchy again.
 “Ummm, God…”, I began.
 “Yes, Mr.Cheating-pants?”, he shouted.
 “Hey! That’s not nice!”, I shouted back.
 “Neither is cheating!”, he cried and suddenly there was a thun-
derclap overhead. The sky started turning dark and cloudy, fast.
 “Look God, I’m sorry okay! I’m not from these parts! I didn’t 
know!”, I shouted at him. “I’m just here because I’m looking for the 
Furry Grail, and I’m ..”
 That was as far as I got when he hit me square on the jaw! I fell 
down and hit my head. The last thing I sensed was God shouting at me: 
“How dare you sir! How dare you…!”





So what do you think so far? Of my story? Of me? Of you? 
Of the other characters? Do you think of us? When you’re 
not reading? When you’re washing your hair? Do you wash 
your hair? Oh my god you don’t have dredlocks do you? 
Made of household dust and wood polish?

 Not that it’s any of my business, Cap’n. I like calling you Cap’n. 
What do you call me? Or this book? You like being in this book? I like 
you being in this book. You’re unpredictable, but I like to picture you 
as stable, a little Zen even, somewhat opinionated but not ignorant, the 
kind of person who washes their hair well and regularly.
 The queer thing is (and if you’re near a Ouija board, turn it up-
side down NOW), the queer thing is... you think the exact same of me. 
Word for word, thought for thought. As if some higher being were di-
recting your thoughts AND mine, in unison, like some Siamese Twins 
joined at the brain, the thoughts, the neurons man, the firing synapses 
and the chemical dreamscapes, I am me and you are me too!
 So tell me man, how does it feel to be Siamese twins with 18 ½ 
others, joined at the bits and bobs of us who is me? Don’t answer that 
yet, the last reader who tried to process all this in one breath ended up 



with OCD and washed their scalp incessantly to rub out thoughts!
 And THAT is why I love to picture you as dumb, easily influ-
enced with a minor scalp irritation, possibly smelling of Panadol, un-
able to spell things, but at least you’re wearing pants on the bus. I like 
you like that and so do you, no complications, no damning evidence. 
Just this book and some words in some semblance of order, enjoyable 
to say the least, go on, say it, say it just once, come on, say it SAY IT!
 Oh things are going backwards, I’m afraid my dark side is slip-
ping out like a hermaphrodite’s cock at a bikini party. Should I tell you 
about it? About my dark side? (Is the Ouija board still upside down? 
Turn it back up the right way now.) Fine. Hear the darkness, shampoo-
sniffer!, AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
 My dark side resides primarily in the eerie laughter of Vincent 
Price (for my opinion of VP, or the “Veepster”, see my opinion of 
Benicio del Toro, p 35).  There my dark side tends a garden and spends 
inordinate amounts of time watching VHS tapes filled with stuff re-
corded from TV as far back as 1983! Some absolute gems there but the 
tape quality is not so good now unfortunately. Mushy sound, mushy 
pikkies, lines and static - truth be told it’s better than a lot of the origi-
nal stuff, WHAT?!, WHAT?!
 I know I’m babbling about the merits of video tapes but my 
dark side is sooo boring! It’s done nothing! No bike thefts, no hair-
pulling, I never peed on someone’s dog, and my spelling is pretty good 
too.
 Oh you look disappointed. Like good spelling is meant to be 
the nail in the coffin of “evil deeds” and “dark side”. Well shit. I’ll just 
make something up.
 Around the time of the cholera plague of last summer, I had 
fallen in with a ba-yed crowd of nefarious cock-eyed cunts. We were 
bad men, superbad, total bollocking buccaneers if you must know. We 
didn’t shave, we didn’t go to church sober, we put cat hair on velcro 
and we made up dirty lyrics to pop songs. Don’t pretend you under-
stand even half of that.
 We were pure fire, fuelled by our antagonism towards all of 
humanity, in fact we were dedicated to the downfall of our fellow crit-
ters, all in the name of Deathing!
 It was a Sunday and I was just stocktaking in our secret HQ 
warehouse. We had plenty of sharp rusty things, barrels of flingable 
monkeyshit, badly tuned musical instruments, two orphan kittens and 



bunnies (they were ugly ugly ugly), and several copies of our manuals 
of rude gestures.
 Oh and some eviscerated whores, still warm, nudge-nudge, 
wink-wink.
 Now. Our leader, Two-Eyed Seamus got it into his tow-eyed 
head that it was the end of days and the decline and fall of humanity 
was imminent and we must lend a helping hand, thus ushering in the 
Age of Demonic Gobshite, or sum such. I donno, I was in it for the 
companionship, the free shampoo and the all-you-can-eat food vouch-
ers. The companionship was not so good, Two-Eyed Seamus was a 
screamer with little spitballs flying out at random intervals, Donald 
“The Thief” McGoldrick spoke no English, and Tom was an Unicornn, 
all stuck-up and a horse, really. But the all-you-can-eat was grouse. 
(To this day I get hard nipples just thinking about canned sausages. 
And eviscerated whores.)
 So Two-Eyed Seamus hatched a devious plan whereby we’d 
bring humanity down from the inside. As in from inside their bodies. 
Almost like a virus if you will (I know Willie Nelson will, but will you? 
Gadzoox!) The plan was not simple: first we’d fuck the dead whores, 
then we’d take all the rusty stuff and make them into rusty wheelbar-
rows, then we’d tinker with some DNA and fuck the wheelbarrows, 
which would create a weird, murderous and contagious half-human, 
half-wheelbarrow hybrid, which would then copulate with humans and 
raise fucked-up evil children who would not reach the age of six due 
to the rusty mutation in their bloodstream. Before you know, there’d 
be an exponential fall in babies and the world would be really peace-
ful and quiet, except for the sounds of four cock-eyed cunts banging 
eviscerated etc, etc.
 (Even though this part of the story is all made up, I wouldn’t 
mind trying this plan out some day.)
 My role was to make wheelbarrows. I don’t know why Seamus 
gave me that task, probably because he knew I would hate it, which 
would be in keeping with the whole “evil” shtick.
 “Nope, nope, get bent, not gonna happen you double-eyed bas-
tard!”, I grumbled into a mirror, practicing how I was gonna say “no” 
to him. Presentation was everything. I had the scowl down and I sat in 
a monkeyshit barrel for three hours to soak it all in real good, I lulled 
some buttons off my shirt to expose my grim tattoos, and finally I cut 
both my legs off so I could wave the bloody, gorey stumps obscenely 







at Seamus.
 Speak of the devil, he was just coming down the stairs now. I 
grabbed a pair of copulating rats which I was gonna fling at him, but 
yuck!, rats!, I dropped them again. I didn’t want to waste the fling-
able monkeyshit either, so I threw my eye-patch instead. (Evil look 
decreased by a good 28%, presentation is everything!) The eye-patch 
caught him in the face, fracturing his cheekbones and dislocating his 
jaw. He yowled with pain and double-over, trying to steady himself 
against the wall.
 “What the fuck is all the screaming about?”, enquired Tom the 
Unicornn, poking his head in from upstairs. Just then the eye-patch 
ricocheted off Seamus’ cheeks, hit the boiler in the middle of the room, 
then bounced again and hit Tom right in the eyes.
 “Aaaah!!!”, he shrieked as the now-heated eye-patch burnt 
both his eyes out. With blood spurting everywhere, he began running 
around bewildered, shrieking, waving his pointy horn around danger-
ously. Seamus tottered around, and fixing me with his gaze, he grabbed 
a brick from the floor. Tom fell in the furnace and died. I began fum-
bling with my amputated legs, thinking I might as well salvage my 
shoes or at least the laces.
 Seamus’ mobile phone rang. He ignored it. My shoelaces had 
knots in them. Seamus and his pulverized face and his hand clutching 
the brick came closer. Tom the Unicornn smelt delicious. The phone 
stopped ringing. Seamus’ face was frothing blood. This wasn’t my leg! 
Whose leg is this? Where’s mine? At least I got one of them. Seamus 
was two steps away.
 Donald “The Thief” McGoldrick appeared at the top of the 
stairs, waving the house cordless phone. He whistled loudly, trying to 
get attention. Seamus turned to look. So did I.
 And then I saw it.
 My missing leg.
 Seamus was using it to clutch the brick!
 “You fat dildo!”, I shouted and threw the other leg at him. It 
pierced his heart and he died instantly. I think. I was too busy battling 
it out with Tom who’d jumped back out of the furnace! He wasn’t dead 
after all! He was all a-flame and grimacing hideously, trying to murder 
me, which was ridiculous, you don’t kill the narrator - EVER. Tom 
was a male model, not very bright really, well, actually, fnar-fnar, he 
was pretty bright now, boom-boom! Coz he was on fire, get it?



 Egads. Long story short, we got all brutal but Donald stepped 
in and using the silent dance-step language of his native homelands, he 
explained to us the importance of friendship and caring for each other. 
With each precisely placed movement the reality of being there for 
each other, learning from each other and sharing the minute joys of the 
daily lives of us, good friends, had become clearer, more self-evident 
and more beautiful.
 Unfortunately Tom burnt to a fuckin’ crisp and definitely died. 
I couldn’t find my leg, so I most barbarically liberated one of Donald’s, 
but it got caught on his spinal coloumn which also got tangled in the 
furnace, thus disembowelling him and setting the whole pace ablaze. 
Having no legs to run with, I tried to put out the flames with all-you-
can-eat vouchers, but they went up in moments. Luckily the gutted 
prozzies were more flame-proof, and it was with a bang I exited this 
world, as the whole Secret Evil HQ collapsed on top of me, thus put-
ting an end to our dastardly scheme, and to my dreams of untangled 
shoelaces...
 And then the camera pulled away slowly and the credits rolled, 
and you’d hear Vincent Price laughing. The End.
 Except you don’t kill the narrator and this didn’t happen. I 
wasn’t part of a gang of currs, there was no fire, no sexy cadavers, but 
Tom the Unicornn was real and is real, but only if you want it hard 
enough. Go on, make a wish... The magic is in you!





Now you do understand that the previous account was 
all fictional, right? I don’t want you thinking I actually 
touch rats or that I actually knew Two-Eyed Seamus. I 
didn’t. His name was one I picked up during one of my 
many journeys. I most definitely did have a torrid love 

affair with Tom the Unicornn, who was a corset-wearing white ninja 
and lived atop an angry Old World God. And Tom was a she.
 I can’t recall if I’ve told you this story before or not, so I’ll just 
tell it again. It was during my quest for the grail, which by the way I 
was seeking because that’s what we do. That’s what we all do. All sto-
ries are about the quest for the sodding grail.
 Anyhooways. Tom was a corset-wearing ninja, all in white, 
and she lived atop a cranky, senile but lethal Old World God. I more 
or less crash-landed in her place after my failed attempt to hijack the 
Moon. (Long story, many characters, much swearing, maybe later.) 
Tom was just vacuuming her lingerie, so she was obviously not ex-
pecting company. You were, but I left you a message, or someone else 
did, I don’t want to get into it now.
 Wooooo!, went the vacuum cleaner, sending lingerie-dwelling 



rodents scampering for dear life. The noise of that thing was truly 
monstrous, I mean we’re talking sound that makes you go cross-eyed 
and giddy, which is how she found me ‘mongst the ruins of her draw-
ers (‘pon which I’d crashed). She was surprised to see me since the 
vacuum drowned out my landing and because I had an uncanny resem-
blance to Dr.Fluff, her long-missing uncle, a smuggler of Kenyans and 
kilos of molten plastic.
 “Dr.Fluff!”, she cried.
 “Pleased to meet you, doctor, I’m Leonathanix.”, I replied and 
put out a hand chosen at random.
 “You’re Dr.Fluff!”, she replied.
 “I am?”
 I didn’t know I was. I really didn’t. Maybe I was though.
 “Aah... Hi. As Dr.Fluff, I greet you, Dr.Fluff.”, I said with the 
biggest, pleasingest smile I could muster and put out another hand. 
“Are we both Dr.Fluff?”
 “I’m not Dr.Fluff, you are!”, she was yelping. I tell ya, if it 
wasn’t for the acres of lingerie surrounding us, this would’ve been te-
dious. But she was also a hottie. Plus the vacuum was a bit unnerving. 
Plus I got splinters from the broken furniture. Plus I remembered how 
I just fucked up my hijacking of the Moon. Plus I needed to pee. You 
know how it is.
 “Whoever you are, pleased to meet you!”, I said and put out 
my third hand chosen at random. The Laws of Physics came hurtling 
through the walls and took away my third arm. True story.
 “I don’t understand, I thought you were my uncle... Who are 
you?”, she spluttered.
 My reply to this was so witty, so charming, that 9000 poets 
from around the Galaxy had it branded to their chests (except Guido 
the Nicest, who had it carved into a seal which he then stitched to the 
end of his cock. I don’t get it either.)
 Let’s skip ahead 17 years. We were dating, dating hard... She 
seemed interested, which is sorta good, though at times she’d still mis-
take me for Dr.Fluff, which was both annoying and arousing, a sort of 
Yin-Yang of emotions, a kind of bear and badger inner torment, or as it 
is more commonly known, the “hefty trample of the love-synapse re-
flux neurosis”. I was soooo suffering from that, sometimes I still need 
to talk to the real Dr.Fluff to make sure we’re not he, only he be he.
 In the meantime I gave her flowers, backrubs, footrubs, grubs 



n’ bubs, not that I know what “bubs” are. She was playing hard to get 
and rejected them all. I took her to a fancy restaurant, I got her drunk, 
I sang her a self-composed sonnet, and still she insisted I pay for the 
damages caused by my crash-landing through her roof. I walked her 
home, I walked her dogs, I checked her grampa’s prostate, I chucked 
away what got stuck to my elbow from that examination, I wrote her 
letters and on good days entire sentences (“I envy rabbinical encour-
agement of some instances of cutlery” was a pretty good one I thought), 
but she, oh she, she stayed pretty much suspicious of a chap what was 
responsible for a hijacking, even if it was the stupid bloody Moon.
 Seriously, I was closing in. Just not on her.
 “How come your name is Tom the Unicornn?”. I asked her on 
one of our fetid moonlit dates. (Fucking Moon, fuck you!)
 “I’m a Unicornn.”, she said.
 “What? Only one?”, I enquired because her answer was infu-
riating. How could she be just one Unicornn? And what did that make 
me? I knew there was an answer to that, but the Moon was really dis-
tracting and getting on my nerves.
 “You’re a silly man.”, she giggled and kissed me on the re-
straining order. (Closing in man, closing in.)
 Now this continued for a goodly number of weeks, during 
which we managed to renovate some of her drawers, but the roof had 
to go and was buried quietly out the back amongst the roses. I got the 
impression the flames of passion were well and truly ignited when she 
stuck her tongue in my ear or my mouth, or neither, chosen at random.
 “You scallywag, you!”, she giggled with a mouthful of me, be-
cause I was delicious.
 “Taste me, I am your savoury love-biscuit.”, I lyricised, swept 
along by love’s passion-broom. I was but a speck of dust washed 
ashore her great beaches, off-season, condos with sea-side views, the 
“Native Village Show” closed for renovation. 
 “Oh boy, I’d like to renovate you sometime.”, I said to her one 
wintery fireside night, sipping hot cocoa with my beloved, as the play-
ful Moon spied on us through the curtains.
 “Well maybe... maybe tonight is your night.”, she semi-whis-
pered, whilst I stared daggers at the Moon that would not stop looking 
at me.
 “The fuck do you think you are?!”, I screamed at the Moon. 
Tom the Unicornn, a.k.a. the White Ninja winked at me, invitingly. It 







was about time too, but my blood-pressure was rocketing - blame the 
Moon.
 Her tiny fingers made a little walky movement across the car-
pet, up my arm and gently into my ear. She lazily pulled out the tongue 
she’s accidentally left there the last time and threw it in the fire. Mmm, 
roast tongue.
 “Mmm, roast tongue.”, she murmured onto my eyelids. Her 
being this close reminded me of the Moon, because everything was re-
minding me of the Moon, because it was at night and the motherfucker 
was just there.
 “Kiss me baby.”, she said.
 I kissed her baby.
 “I don’t know about you, but I’m feeling frisky.”, she crooned.
 “Sorry, were you talking to me?”, I asked, a little distracted.
 “Who else, you silly man?”, she cooed, all deep voice.
 “One of my 18 ½ Siamese Twins? Maybe Supermark?”
 “Yeah, I’m all up for some intercourse, dude.”, said Super-
mark.
 “I just want a sandwich, if you got one.”, said Higgs Bozo (an-
other Siamese twin of little importance). The others started piping up 
as well, soon it was a cacophony of voices. Some wanted the loving, 
some wanted food, Tidbit Fatface (twin #6) wanted to study micro-
wave repair.
 “Guys! Please!”, I yelled. “I can’t hear myself think!”
 “What’re you thinking about?”, asked Tom the Unicornn.
 “You...”, I replied. “I’d like to take off your clothes and make a 
sweet rope-ladder out of it.”
 “What?”
 “So I can lasso the Moon. You’re not getting away, pigfuck-
er!”, I screamed out the window, shaking my fist. This is all true, this 
was my life, as I am telling it to you, right now.
 One amorous motion led to another and that night I smacked 
the Moon upside the head with a hatchet I been carrying for just such 
an occasion. It felt good. Supermark scored with the White Ninja.
 “I wish it was you and not your twin brother.”, she said to me 
one morning over breakfast. Hair in curlers, lovely.
 “I’m not marrying you and that’s that.”, I replied and hand-
ed her the Valentine Card I made from several Papal candidates. She 
blushed.



 “You’re so old-fashioned, I like that.”, she said, then proceeded 
to beat-box and gangsta rap for the rest of the weekend.  So this was 
love, huh? Brilliant.
 Through her open gown I caught sight of her breast, through 
her window I caught sight of her other breast, through the gap between 
the Old World God’s teeth I caught sight of her breast, hiding under 
her bed, behind her curtains, in her wardrobe, up in the attic through a 
self-made peephole, in her sleeping bag, in a hobo’s shopping trolley, 
at her sister’s house, in the shower, at Court, at the movies, whilst writ-
ing these memoirs, I was catching a sight of her breast.
 Good times.
 She left me though. I kind of saw it coming, we were drift-
ing apart, this kind of shit happens to people like us, she a fetching 
compulsive titty-flasher, me chasing that sonofabitching Moon, that’s 
right you round-headed fucktard, this ain’t over, THIS AIN’T NEVER 

OVER ARSEHOLE, YOU BETTER PRAY MY 

HATCHET

ARM ARM





Would it surprise you if I told you I am female? Or 
would it surprise you to find I’m male? In case 
you’re picturing a human, would it surprise you to 
find I am not? That I am in fact a mouse? But not 
an Earth mouse? That I say I am left-handed but I 

don’t have a hand as such? Nor do I have “left” or “right”? I am quite 
possibly a hermaphrodite alien resembling a platypus from Earth, even 
though I am a space-mouse. Could you picture me that way? Would 
you? Go back a few pages and picture me that way, a hermaphrodite 
platypus creature with 18 ½ Siamese twins attached.
 Or I could just be the letter “A”. In Times New Roman font. I 
wouldn’t have hands then either. Or genitals, or gender. But in a book, 
this book, that could work.
 Picture some of my episodes with me not having a body. Where 
I’m invisible. A cloud of gas. A robot. A cluster of small robots. A lov-
able fluffy dog. Those guises - I’ve done ‘em all, especially during 
some of the adventures already mentioned.
 I could be 1s and 0s. Or a 2 in a sea of 1s and 0s. The closest 
description I could give to what I appear as - to myself that is, and by 



“myself” I do not mean the hive-mind I share with Supermark and Co. 
- is an old set of upper dentures. In fact that’s exactly what I look like, 
on this or any other planet.
 Which is where I become a binary character. I know you can’t/ 
won’t/ don’t wanna picture me that way, it’s too awesome and you 
might pop some “awesome-circuits” in the process, so I hereby grant 
you permission to see me as you please. As it’s convenient for you. 
Make me male, make me female, with or without hands, but definitely 
dashing and adventurous and advantageous.
 Yeeee-haaa!!!
 (But really, you’d be deceiving yourself. Remember, these are 
memoirs, so these actually happened to yours truly, so there must be a 
body of me, a corporal self. Now I’ll be the first to admit I can (and do) 
lie, but the bit about me resembling / being a set of upper dentures... is 
true.
 Think about it man! How else could I attached to 18 ½ others, 
unless they’re teeth - like me?! How could any of these amazing sto-
ries be taking place unless they’re inside a mouth?!! Whose mouth? 
Who cares!
 The mouth, the filthiest part of any living thing (especially if 
you’re a jellyfish and the like, where your mouth is also your anus), the 
richest, busiest neighbourhood of living organisms - the Hong Kong of 
anatomy!
 That’s where Skyggbugg is friend, and that’s how mapologists 
refer to the place as well. (As in “the Hong Kong of” etc, etc.)
 You get it yet? No? Let me spell it out. I am ... a very, very 
bored tooth. My enemies whom I fight are millions of bacteria that 
surround me all the time. My story, though colourful, is really just a 
picturesque tale of the struggle for dental hygiene. I know I am out-
numbered, and it’s an uphill battle. But my brethren and I, on this here 
upper side, we’re doing our best.
 “But you’re dentures, you’re not real teeth.”, you’re thinking. 
Or maybe you’re thinking of cats with arthritis. (It makes me laugh 
how you stoop to this!)
 Oh, well, pardon me Captain Prejudice, Captain Only-Real-
Organic-Teeth-Matter-Prejudice! How many teeth have you known 
who can churn out prosaic excellence of this caliber, huh? Is it zero? 
It’s zero, isn’t it?
 That’s right, fekkin’ zero, apology accepted, not that I needed 



it, I am a denture most, y’know... magna... magnoo... magnet-mouse or 
something. If that’s the word.
 Moving on, I admit once again that I am prone to lying occa-
sionally, and this is 100% most certainly one of those occasions. No 
shame in it, I’m always honest about lying, eventually. 
 Except -
 the tricky part.
 Truth: I am fibbing. Truth: I am fibbing somewhere in the above 
set of statements about who I am. (Picture me as a shifty, hand-rubbing 
rabbit. As a wardrobe with chipping paint and a rapidly slamming and 
re-opening door, like poltergeist activity, like the poltergeist itself, like 
the Beatles singing “Listen,/ Do you want to know a secret?”) I can 
not, for reasons of artistic licence, reveal which bit is fib-bit and which 
isn’t.
 But let’s make a deal. You and I. Since you’re a recurring char-
acter anyways, it’s permissable. Check the fine-print. Chikkidy-check 
yo’ fine print. The deal is this: since I lied to you, you’re allowed to 
lie to me, RIGHT NOW, for a good five minutes straight. Go get an 
egg-timer. Look me right in these pages. Let loose. Flood me. I’ll even 
pretend to believe you. Let’s go!
 I’ll use the time to daydream of you telling me truths and think-
ing “Gee, you’re swell!”
 One time I thought “Gee, you’re swelling”. I really did. You 
looked-like a flesh-balloon, an exponentially swelling cube of meat, 
kind of off-putting in your grotesqueness, but also making me kind 
of hungry, in fact before you knew it I was chasing your meaty self 
through dense woods and underbrush, through a pine forest with 
branches slapping your panicking face, with me close behind, with me 
and a cocked crossbow, with me and a hunger, and some mustard and 
fries and a side-order of salad, the salad being the last thing on your 
mind, your capture and shooting being the first on mine, though this 
isn’t personal, none of this is, I’m just hungry and you are a growing-
growing-growing cube of delicious meat, friend, soon you’ll outgrow 
the forest, taller than the trees, you’ll outgrow this country, this conti-
nent, so really, you delicious tumour you, I’m doing us both a favour...
 Woah!, where did I go just then? Sorry but your velvety sug-
ar lies had me floating amongst marshmallow clouds in my “Happy 
Thoughts Zeppelin”... I should tell you sometime about what went 
through my head just then.



 Do you think I have a head? Would you believe my head is 
excessively big? I’m six feet tall - and so is my head. I have back 
problems. I am crippled, really. I’m in a wheelchair with a straw-op-
erated computer, dictating letter by letter. It’s a good thing my lungs 
are strong. They let my lungs out on day release for good behaviour. I 
go with them. I’m writing this in prison really, it’s mostly boring here, 
sometimes dangerous. I been here so long I only see myself as a pair 
of orange overalls, even in this story. A mannequin in an orange jump-
suit.  Just an orange coat of paint. I slither from wall to wall, canvas to 
canvas, from brush to pants, it’s how I cross the street, on your hands, 
on your face like freckles, one of thousands, all of them, I am skin and 
blemish, perhaps your skin -
 Oh man, you need to wash more often! Hahahaha!
 Could I just be a bad joke? What shape would I be?
 Non-euclidean.
 My quest is to be a real boy, obviously. But that story’s been 
done. So picture me as a slippery sucker who’s pulling you this way 
and that way like a cross-country diesel-operated marionette puppe-
teer, which is the most divine position to be, atop my One-Eyed Pyra-
mid, on the 33rd step, from whence the Sun doth shine.
 And there, sexy faithful reader of my adventures, you delight-
ful acolyte, I reveal my true face to you, the Pyramid who sees You, but 
with teeth - I am the Pyramid who smiles at You!
 (But I could be lying? You buying any of this? )





The Galaxy of Gary Dunstan!
 Does the name send shivers down your spi-ya-yayy-ya-
yayy-ya-ya-ya-ya-yayn?
 Yessss... ugly, ug-ly, nasty, nefarious, spider-infested 
Galaxy of Gary Dunstan. It’s where I come from, it’s 

where I live and it’s where I’ll die. I mean it’s pretty okay really, you 
ever been? No? Then hear this.
 The whole galaxy is the size of a trailer park tied to an of-
fice building, stapled to a beach, and gaffa-taped to itself again, but 
that second lot is just empty. It’s officially the smallest galaxy ever 
found, conquered, inhabited and ran into the ground yet still kicking. 
My guess is it’s the quality of the paper it’s all printed on, it’s some 
kind of polyester-infused graphene-meets-silicone-infused -magical-
jellybeans jobbie, glossy, some grains still visible but strong as fuck, 
especially if kept dry and out of the light.
 Keeping it dry is a cinch: we all walk around with salt in our 
pockets. Whenever you pull something (eg: a hankie) from you pock-
et, a bit of salt would come sprinkling with it, scattering to the many 
corners of the galaxy-what-must-be-kept-dry (GWMBKD). A sprin-
kling per citizen per pocket-fishing is just enough too - any more and 



we’d end up living on a biscuit, any less we’d just fall through a soggy 
galaxy, ending up who knows where. And nobody wants that, so it’s 
better the devil, or in this case the Galaxy of Gary Dunstan you know.
 Gary Dunstan did not find this galaxy, he was no Magellan 
of the skies. He built it. That’s what the sign on the outskirts says, 
just under the 700ft tall picture of Gary. It’s the kind of photo you’d 
see in a glossy mag of a genius at work, Gary is holding a slide-rule, 
a compass, a pet owl and a smiling woman (not real wife, added by 
publicist), beaker of acid burning through pants and into femoral artery 
blood has just started spurting at the camera but due to pinched nerves 
from Gary’s childhood Tae Kwan Do classes, the pain hasn’t hit him 
yet so he’s still smiling and giving us a thumbs down.
 I love that portrait, I often go to just gaze and soak up genius 
and find inspiration from the multitude of pixels. Something about 
that slide-rule, pet owl, chemically burnt femoral artery combo I can’t 
seem to shake. It pulls me in, three seductive points of an isosceles tri-
angle of truth, one that repeats itself into itself, like an arousing fractal 
hypnomaze.
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 As you can see, luckily the above is merely a theoretical repre-
sentation, as it is possible to overdose on either one of the basic build-
ing blocks of the conundrum. An instance of [Pet Owl]2 could easily 
and perilously unbalance combination Pet Owl Slide Rule and Pet Owl 
Chemically Burnt Femoral Artery.
 But it gets a lot more interesting than that.

 I don’t know if you can see it clearly from the above diagram, 
but to me it is Tetragrammaton. It is the Answer, but I’m too mortal 
to think of the question. The balance between madman and genius. 
Surely you can see it. I’ve found other ways of trying to penetrate this 
mystery, some of which I’ll share right now, perhaps your insight is 
what I need to dig this bone out of the backyard.
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 My research has led me to theoretical realms of possibility and 
impossibility, and sometimes these two overlap. It is easy to get lost 
and honestly I did - until I chose the path of Einstein. Its simplified 
everything.

? ? ?
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fig. 2 THINGS WE DON’T KNOW}
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This diagram speaks for itself, really.



Gary Dunstan = mc2

where m = Slide Rule
 c = Pet Owl
 2 = Chemically Burnt Femoral Artery

 Now the issue here is as follows. The formula works. It works 
100%  of the time, I’ll even say 200% of the time, which takes us into 
strange realms of possibilities, like the timelines of the techno-rhinoc-
eros people and donn nobody wanna fuk wid dat shit, yo.  The problem 
sets in when we shuffle the values, so

 m= Pet Owl 
 c = Pet Owl
 2 = Pet Owl

 or any other combination you can think of. (Except using 
“Slide Rule” only - that gets us a picture of a bathtub full of English 
grandmothers with a giggling fit and a man named Giblets McTart. 
Awesome!) The formula still checks out, it’s all Gary Dunstan, all the 
time. That’s something I can dig, Gary is my main man since I live in 
his galaxy, heart, soul and balls, amigo.
 Now let’s try this from another angle, and I’m sure you’ll see it 
can not work, though it’s fuzzy as to “why”.
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 I believe it was mid-February 2014 that a new angle was pro-
posed by dark matter researchers with regards to our initial quandary 
(see Fig. 0). It had something to do with bending lasers and bouncing 
them from Gigahertz frequencies as scattered by a binary pulsar which 
in turn was jostled about by the particle discharge of a gravity-well 
dug in Gary Dunstan’s vegie patch. The proposal was intriguing and 
received backing from numerous universities (none from our galaxy, 
mind), and whilst the hypothetical figures all checked out, the actual 
data was entirely corrupted by the white noise emitted from the bath-
tub full of English grandmothers Gary had paid to cheer him up after 
the destruction of his vegie patch by that stupid gravity well.

 See? It just doesn’t work. Still perhaps it’s something we can 
consider for our “what we know” approach.
 Now when I asked Gary Dunstan to explain this phenomenon, 
he just smiled and rubbed his plastic leg for luck. By doing so he’d 
build up enough static electricity in his woollen pants that his hair 
would stand on end, something the silly fucker interpreted as “Great 
Luck”.
 Like some benign Buddha of the Galaxy of Gary Dunstan he’d 
grin and pass out zapping blessings via his fingertips, believing he 
could cure impotence in bilinguals, winning streaks in lucky gamblers, 
and confuse termites into eating nine parts pudding, one part wood.

fig. 4
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 This is the reason I have not slept, okay I have, but I have 
sleepless nights at least 3 times every four years thinking all this over, 
mulling it, pondering it, trying to make sense of it all as I stare at the 
big sign with Gary’s benign face looking back at me.
 I don’t know what my reward will be when it all clicks into 
place, like my dislocated jaw did after a punch from on of the Green 
Freaks, that nasty gang of shakedown artists who terrorise Skyggbugg. 
Oh there’s a story! One we have no time for though; allow me to ex-
press the wherefores mathematically to save us all time.

fig. 5
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I’d like to tell you much more, but truth be told I’m extremely 
bored talking about my fantastic deeds. Yeah sure, I’ve fought 
giants, beat up insect men, shagged senoritas from here to the 
other corner of the Zodiac, but...
 What the fuck am I kidding, I LOVE being me! I love talking 

about me! Did I tell you I invented drumming? And tissues? Drum-
ming with tissues? On eyes? On my eyes?
 Makes for an unique busking act, but they’re always asking 
you to move on. Boom-splotch, ka-pish, splotch, ow!, my fucking eye, 
fuck!
 I had a band going, we were pulling a crowd, me, Abner (the 
whale), and Tonsils Golomstock-Woodruff (another whale). We played 
everything in fours so we could hold any audience, we played nothing 
but eyeballs, our own eyeballs. Abner would drag a violin bow across 
his/ her eyes Andalusian-dog-razor-blade-scene style, and Tonsils 
would blow air from his eyesockets, resonating his corneas and thus 
producing singing sounds. We were absotively breath-takingly amaz-
ing and original, except... Oh boy.
 Tonsils’ memory was just terrible, at least for lyrics, and be-
ing a whale meant he/ she couldn’t read or write. (This shouldn’t be 



a surprise, literacy and numeracy scores have been an embarrassment 
amongst whales for a very long time since last week.) So Tonsils sang 
the words, no matter what the song, to Una Paloma Blanca. And 
nought else. In fact he only knew the chorus. The first line.
 A typical song of ours would go like this. I would count the 
guys in.
 “1... 2... 1 - 2 - 3 - 4!”
 Everyone in the venue would be struggling to breathe with two 
whales taking up every inch, or demolishing walls to make more room, 
cries of “Aaah, my face!”, etc, etc. I would start a steady beat on my 
eyes with some Aloe Vera infused tissues which would sting like Hell 
and make me cry and scream, whilst Tonsils would start up a thunder-
ous whale-screech of “Una Paloma blancaaa-aaa-aah!”.
 Usually at the highest note his eyes would get hideously blood-
shot from the pressure he’d put on them, patrons would puke or faint 
(well, so they tell me, I never saw it happen, what with paper stuck to 
my corneas), then we’d rush Abner to hospital for self-inflicted eye 
injuries, from his eyes popping out from the violin bow, I told him not 
to use catgut, that thing is filthy, but Abner would always just say “I’m 
an artiste!”, and carry on. Whadda troopa!
 We’d planned to put out many CDs, a tonne of CDs, but sadly 
all our money went on optometrists. You’d think they’d encourage 
us to keep going since our bills were putting food on their table, but 
noooo, they dissed our efforts, they dissed the old school.
 We didn’t take no shit from no eye-doctors, so in the end a turf-
war it became. They were fishing optometrists out of the rivers, out of 
burnt cars and out of, I donno... I couldn’t see it. But we showed them 
bitches who knew how to rock, and thus a truce was declared: we left 
them to their spectacles and they let us go batshit blind. Word up!
 Good times.





One last hurrah... one last hurrah for the space-cowboy! 
One last hooplah and topsy-turvy and lay down with 
dogs and wake up with weird dog-babies in my belly... 
And they’ll all be good-looking!
 The secret to my success, to all success really, is the last 

hooplah. You gotta be willing to go it. Sim-pool.
 Mine came about due to the whale Abner and his nasal spray. 
As in I was residing (well, ‘squatting’ would be a more accurate term) 
in his/ her nose, where at least it was dry and warm, a little too quiet 
and definitely free of women and the fridge was a tee-totaller, because 
I didn’t have one. Point being: the whale Abner had decided to use 
nasal spray and my humble abode was a-flooded, a gush of splashing 
chemicals had chewed through all my typewriter ribbons, my freeze-
dried instant sandwich powders, my Pompadour wigs, my Buick made 
from pasta and glue, my stuff!, my precious dry stuff! Bah! Stupid 
whale, I was hoping for more of a surgical removal procedure, that 
way I could’ve fought off any incoming doctors and maybe held his 
(Abner’s) eyes or throat to hostage and get him to back the fuck down. 
But see Abner too was an old pirate and he probably second-guessed 
me first (or first-guessed me in a second), thus spoiling all my plans.



 Well, I peed in the corner on parting, and spray-painted lewd 
pictures and gang-signs on some of the walls before leaving. He was 
okay with it though, art-loving Buddhist pee-sniffer pirate whale, okay 
with the Universe and all that, dissing nasal-parasite for best friend.
 So for a while I stayed with Amigo, the Shepherd of Odd Inten-
tions, but he was so damn parasite-ridden there was no way I could... 
uhh... become his uhh... roomie. Still, we had a few good nights, jam-
ming till dawn. We wrote a song about Dan Ackroyd one time, see if I 
can remember it.

chorus:
Dan Ackroyd, he’s no pasta chef!
Dan Ackroyd, his right hand’s not his lef’!
Dan Ackroyd, da-na-na-na-na-na,
My fav’rite band is Melt Banana!

Da D-Meister, he done whooped yo’ dad,
(this is a rap by the way, I mean the chorus is sorta punk, but the verses 
are all gangsta)
then he lined up at the bus stop,
man ain’t you glad,
that he don’t push in,
he don’t shove in,
he just lines up all neat
coz he’s motherfuckin’

chorus

I thought I saw a UFO,
I shook my fist and yelled GTFO!
Get off my planet you butt-probing mofo,
don’t need to get pluked by an alien homo,
Love is the law but not with a probe, no!
We like da hugs!
And we like da kisses!
Lock up yo’ daughter and lock up yo’ missus
from

chorus



I thought I saw Dan Ackroyd just now in the streets!
I thought I saw Dan Ackroyd just now in da hood!
He was icing motherfuckers, he a heavy dude!
Motherfuckers was skatin’ and they hit their funnybone,
but lucky Dan Ackroyd was their chaperone,
bruises got iced like he th’ Queen of Snow,
no more kids bleedin’, the blood don’t flow,
in the saddle of a Harley Dan Ackroyd’s a G,
thassrite boyee, it’s G to da P,
Dan Ackroyd chaperone superstar MD!
Take us to the chorus, bust a rhyme, homie!

chorus

 Well yeah, I mean the song is good, it’s very fucking good and 
for a nominal fee I’ll perform it at anyone’s funeral, with me on da 
mike, you won’t even notice yo’ bitch is dead, that’s how perfect my 
flow is, straight up! (For double the nominal fee I’ll perform it to the 
flamenco tune of “The Ballad of Amigo...”. )
 Speaking of, Amigo and I have parted ways since he’s a deaf-
mute and I had to do all the work when it came to our jam nights, a-ha. 
Where I ended up post-nasal (and post-Amigo) I’m not sure as I was 
blinded by post-nasal depression for a little while (like you wouldn’t..)
 When I regained consciousness again, I was in the middle of 
some Arabian venture, something to do with building an enormous 
binary code in the desert using 100 metre concrete 1s and 0s. Mine 
wasn’t to reason “why”, mine was to spend billionaire Arab oil money. 
Still, word got out that I was a “can do” guy, and more and more sweet 
assignments came my way. Like replacing all nouns in Shakespeare 
with “meh” or “blah”.
 “But blah!, what blah yonder meh breaks? ‘Tis the blah, and 
meh is the meh.”
 “Blah! Blah! Wherefore art meh, blah?”
 Again I didn’t question it, but the end product was all super-
sex, so I was proud to have my moniker on it.
 Next assignment: buying up washing machine filters from 
cheap hotels, sorting the lint and from the sun-dried pubes building a 



95ft tall Gundam Robot Voodoo Doll for a lovesick Otaku, looking for 
his Hotaku. (Ants moved in, plus it attracted hundreds of hippies who 
thought it was Burning Man...)
 Next assignment: tying two rhinos together (well, several in 
pairs) with the purpose of creating “Living Rhino NunchuksTM” to be 
used in arena and cage fights. Believe it or not the rhinos were bet-
ter off (they loved the fights), now they had jobs and were no longer 
useless freeloaders of grasslands (UFOGs). One of them, Steve, did a 
mean Danny DeVito impersonation, which is pissfunny beyond com-
prehension. He had the mannerisms, the voice, he’d slip on a ponytail 
and combover combo made from monkeyfur and rattle off lines from 
“Twins”, “Ruthless People” and other codswallop made infinitely fun-
nier by the fact that Steve was a fucking rhino cage-fighter nunchuk. 
We put it on the Net but DeVito sued, we challenged him to a cage-
fight but he declined, Steve got heavy with a walrus and moved out to 
Waco where he opened a small fire-arms store.
 But DeVito did not leave it at that. He had Steve’s shop closed 
down, demolished and the ground it stood upon was salted. Then De-
Vito built some castle for re-enactment nerds there, and for techno par-
ties. He even DJ-ed himself and put out some tunes, his most famous 
one being “Sod off Steve, my shit is perfect”, a catchy dancefloor thril-
la that had Steve taking to booze and cocaine in no time.
 DeVito was right there to help him fall even lower and he 
bought up all the local breweries and had his piss generously sloshed 
around in all their barrels. He also made sure Steve’s cocaine was cut 
with shredded Yellow Pages phonebooks. Hopped-up and half retard-
ed, Steve would try to fight local bikers in small sheds for cash, mind 
these sheds were all made in DeVito’s newly purchased shed factories 
where work was guaranteed to be shoddy. One punch, one fall against 
the wall, the whole thing would come tumbling down. (To add insult 
to injury, the thing wasn’t made of aluminium either, but of that stuff 
they make Jesus wafers out of for use in Communion, so angry bikers 
would simply eat the busted up shed.) Collapsed shed meant cancelled 
fights, which meant no income for Steve. ( DeVito released “You live 
on the streets, ha-ha, you rhino geek” about this time.)
 I got him a gig lap-dancing exclusively for Japanese business-
men in discrete hotels. Just picture the grotesquery of that. Steve would 
snort a line of kitty-litter grade shredded Yellow Pages in a small bath-
room, fix his monkeyhair wig, then up onto the coffee table, gyrating 



lewdly to DeVito’s “Steve the rhino lapdancer, fuck me that’s funny”, 
before finding the Japanese businessman was some hopeful extra hired 
by DeVito to pretend to be a businessman. The fake customer would 
pull out a copy of the Wall Street Journal and ignore Steve, do the 
Sudoku and collect some of Steve’s tears for DeVito to drink (who’d 
then piss in the beer, so in a way Steve was drinking his own tears, then 
crying them out again, a sort of microcosm with its own precipitation 
system - note to self: rhino’s may be ideal to plant vegetables upon and 
may be marketed as “self-irrigating” - may need to speak to DeVito re: 
beer supply...).
 Where was I? Oh yeah. Steve died of a stroke from all this crap 
( DeVito released “Bela Lugosi’s dead - and so are you Steve”) and 
was buried quietly.
 Then exhumed 48 hours later by DeVito’s lawyers who insist-
ed (with a court order) that that was in fact DeVito buried there and 
wrongfully at that, as he was murdered by Steve who’s been imper-
sonating him all this time, uncannily well. The autopsy revealed that 
the body was that of a middle-aged rhino who was merely wearing a 
monkeyfur wig in order to look like Danny DeVito.
 “But if that’s a rhino, then who am I?” was the pint-sized com-
ic’s floor-stomper anthem response. The question was answered by a 
conspiracy nut researcher guru, who was convinced DeVito was a grey 
alien. This led to a stalking, kidnapping and slaying scenario - but 
not before DeVito had enlisted Dan Ackroyd, ghost researcher (look 
this up, this is true, Dan Ackroyd based “Ghostbusters” on “personal 
experiences”). Together they hosted one of those good old-fashioned 
Victorian seances where they called up Steve’s ghost then told him to 
get fucked.
 “DeVito’s left foot in your beyond-the-grave nutsack”was 
played at the actor’s funeral, making it one of the danciest, happiest 
send-offs I’ve ever attended. The man knew how to party, always has. 
Same couldn’t be said of Steve.
 But my point, after all this is that Steve never gave up. Even 
when his teenage children had taken up worshipping  on home-made 
altars images of DeVito surrounded by pentagrams - he did not give 
up. When his beloved walrus, having slept with DeVito on their din-
nertable halfway through dessert, had come home one night with a 
facelift and rhinoplasty and what-have-you resulting in looking ex-
actly like DeVito - he did not give up.



 When DeVito released the global #1 hit “Hey Steve you smell 
like my grandfather’s balls and by the way, I banged your mum, here’s 
the photos” - he did not give up. When DeVito laid eggs under his 
skin from that grey floppy extendo-vagina tube of his that you see in 
“Aliens” - Steve kept on truckin’.
 Was he insane and in denial? Well yes, exactly, but he like me 
was going for that “one last hooplah”. None of the previous hooplahs 
mattered, only the next one, the next one, the next. And that is the les-
son here: insanity is a bad egg, DeVito is a worse egg. When life gives 
you eggs - you eat cholesterol. When life gives you DeVito - pray 
you’re not a funny rhino.
 I burn incense everyday to thank the whomever none of the 
above happened to me, and that I could move onto my next project: 
potato-hunting. “Oh, hur-hur, how silly”, you say, but I tell ya, this is 
all true fifty years from now. GM potatoes will mutate their genes and 
grow into giant elephantine tubers that will roam the grasslands of 
their native homelands. There will be hunting Safaris with Irish men 
on snifferdog chains, it will be terribly prejudiced but necessary to cull 
the tubers, save lives and feed people.
 Nah, potatoes are all right with me, I couldn’t shoot one for 
love or money... Perhaps the Safari will be my last hooplah. But at 
least I’ll attempt it, if only for the memories. He who dies with the 
most and funniest memories - still dies. The penultimate hooplah. Oh 
boy, I sound morbid. But I’m not, I had a good run, I’ve had adven-
tures, overtures, undertures, insidetures, outsidetures. You name that 
ture - I had it.
 Not bad for a set of dentures, or perhaps a whale-booger (seri-
ously, has it occurred to you that I could in fact be a whale-booger? 
From up a whale’s nose? I mean come on, how obvious was that all 
along?





 THIS IS A SONG OF BLISS

well i ain’t none too bright oh-oh no,
and i ain’t got feet or gills or teeth
and i don’t think and i don’t smell
and i love to flaunt my supremacy

coz i got the biggest roof o’ the mouth
and the least successful architectural designs

which i keep in a room
in a room where i live
‘cept i live in a drawer

which is in that nice room
which i keep clean by living in a drawer

like a kitten or a snake
or socks or a Frenchman

or that duck i just thought of
and you know so

marvellously well.
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